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Census Bureau Lists Calloway
County Population At 27,692
Books On Exhibit At Breakin At Carter
Murray High Libra/ School Reported
During the week of February 15
to 19, Murray High School To Police Today

County Up 32 Per Cent
From Last Census In '60

Second
Lieutenant
A break in at carter Joseph J. Hinds, son of Mr.
Census Bureau reports official Printing Office, Washington D.
Elementary School on South 13th and Mrs. Charles Hinds of
1970
population of Calloway C. 20402, or from Offices of the U.
CALLOWAY COUNTY OFFICIALS—Current elected officials who occupy the Calloway County
Street was investigated by of- 809 S. 18th Street, Murray,
S. Department of Commerce in
County.
Courthouse are: front row, left to right, Charles Hale, Tax Commissioner, Marvin Harris, County
ficers of the Murray Police has been named to receive
Calloway County's official major cities.
Court Clerk, Robert 0. Miller, County Judge, Sid Easley, County Attorney, and Clyde Steele, County
Department this morning. The an award from the
population in the 1970 Census was Further reports giving more
Sheriff. On the back row are: Lean's Hale, District 3 Magistrate, K. B. McCuiston, District
police received the call at 7:30 Freedoms Foundation at
27,692, up 32.0 percent from the extensive statistics on the
Magistrate, Wayne Flora, District 1 Magistrate, Huel (Wimpy) Jones, County Jailer and Martin
Valley Forge, Pa.
a.m.
1960 figure of 20,972, the bureau of characteristics of the population
Young, District 4 Magistrate.
Hinds will receive an
The police report said entry
the census, U. S. Department of and housing will be published in
was gained through a window in award of $100 and the
future months as the 1970 census
Commerce, reports.
Mrs. Helen Bennett's room, and George Washington Honoi
The official population .of the results are tabulated.
the person or persons left by way Medal Award for his letter,
state was 3,219,311 up 6.0 percent
of the porth door. A bird was let -Freedom—Privilege or
Korn the 1965 population count,
out of its cage in Mrs. Bennett's ,Obligation?" published in
which was 3,038,156.
Armed
room, but the police were able to an
Forces
The 1970 census counted 26,710
The Murray Branch of the
catch the bird that was still in the publication.
white
persons in Calloway
American
building this morning.
Asssociation
of
County, 96.5 percent of the total;
The desks of both Mrs. Laurinee
Tom Brown of Murray, University Women will meet
915 negroes, and 67 persons of
Andrus and Mrs. Gela Ellis were
president of Lynnhurst Resort, Tuesday, February 16, at 7:30
other
races. In 1960, 96.9 percent
Missing
ransacked.
frotn
Mrs.
has been elected to the Kentucky p.m. in the home of Mrs. Robert
of the population was white.
Georgia Wear's desk was one
This is the day that Washington's Travel Council Board of Trustees Higgins,713 Main Street, weather
The census showed 1,7344 Kentucky Dam Village State
dollar in change, from Mrs.
Birthday is to be observed at the meeting held at Louisville. permitting.
children under 5 years; 5,043 in Park and Kenlake State Resort
Stockton's
desk, twenty-five.
"The Impact of Colleges On
although his actual birthday is
ages 5 through 17; 17,474 people Park will soon benefit from the
cents, and from the Teacher's
next Monday. However you can Brown was elected along with Politics" will be the program
18 through 64; and 3,411 who were Department of Parks' latest
Lounge,
about
three
Dr.
history
or
four
Beasley,
topic.
observe it when you want to.
seven other Kentuckians at the
65 and older. The population 14 efforts toward improving Kendollars,
A
code
according
class
will
be
to
held
the
at
police
the
professor
commonwealth's annual travel
years and over included 13,692 tucky's natural environment.
a e S
gtuaetset
report.
Ham Shack on Chestnut Street,
University aty, Murrj
conference.
married people, 1,594 who were Both parks will soon receive
The Coke machine was broken MSU Campus, every Monday,
speaker.
Peggy Billington and Ralph
widowed, 465 divorced, and 6,661 sewage ejector systems for boats
into,
but
there
was
Wednesday,
no
and
Thursday,
money
in
McCuiston
were
crowned The travel conference, sponnever married.
with holding tanks, to be installed
the machine.
Friday evenings at 7:30 ti.m. This
Saturday night at the Valentine
Hazel Lodge Meet
Calloway
sored by the Kentucky Chamber
County's
1970 in the marina area. The project
class is code is in preparation for
Dance at the Murray Country
population was classified as 48.9 will consist of installation of a
of Commerce, the parent Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Novice and General Class
Club. Balloting by those atpercent urban, and 51.1 percent holding
organization of the travel council, Accepted Masons will meet at the
tank pump, flexible
License
Operators.
for
Radio
tending was held and the two
Charles Dudley Sexton of 120
rural.
was well attended despite severe Hazel Lodge hall at 7:30 tonight
suction hoses, a sewage
Each Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. a
were
honored
as
the weather conditions, according to Mcinday.
There were 9,104 households, discharge line, water supply line
Fourteenth
1. All Master Masons North
Street,
code class will be held and at 7:30
"Sweethearts" of the dance. Nice
Murray, was claimed by death
with 24,972 persons, including and lift station. Also included in
conference officials.
are urged to attend.
Two
persons,
Radio
injured
Theory
a
class
in
in
will
acp.m.
folks.
this morning at 5:20 at his home.
1,417 one-person households. In the project is the construction of
cidents, were treated at the be taught by William Call.
His death at the age of 57 followed
addition 2,720 persons were living a small floating dock on which
emergency room of the Murray- If you are interested in being
an extended illness.
in group quarters.
the holding tank pump will be
Calloway County Hospital on prepared to give assistance to
Byron Gallirnore of Pin-year
The 1970 census counted 9,855 mounted.
Mr. Sexton had undergone
played for the event. He had a
'Saturday at 4:30 p.m.
your community in times of
housing units in Calloway Newly
surgery in October, be: had
appointed
Parks,.'
good band, Just four pieces, but
Christi Moser,age 19, of Hester emergency, this is an opportunity
County,6,257 or them occupied by Commissioner, Shirley Palmerreturned to his work, before
he plays most anything you want.
Hall Dormitory, Murray State to learn amateur radio and make
owners, 2,847 occupied by ten Ball has said he feels strongly
becoming seriously ill the last of
University, was treated for an friends in the United States and
nants, and 751 vacant. These that every effort should be made
December. He underwent special
injury of the left foot. ,
all over the world, a spokesman
included vacant units for to preserve the natural entreatment at St. Joseph's
Another big snow over the (Special to the Ledger & Times authority on business and tax
Timothy Morgan, age 20, of said.
Hospital in Louisville before
seasonal use. The proportion vironrnent of each park.
weekend, this one accompanied
Residents of Calloway County law, for people in each income returning to his home where he Hazel Route One, was treated for
occupied by owners in 1970 was Palmer-Ball commented,
by a high wind which put down who are beginning to look at their bracket. Their findings are based
a laceration of the chin.
63.5 percent, compared With 65.9 "Kentucky's state parks should
expired.
some drifts which almost halted 1970 expense figures, in upon Treasury Department
percent in 1960.
The Murray man was head of
be in the forefront in the war
the traffic. We figured we were preparation for their forthcoming figures.
Among year-round dwelling against pollution. We are conthe Standardavation Department
wise by backing into the carport Federal income tax reports, can They show that most families
units therw were 7,374 single stantly striving to improve the
of the Ryan Milk Company and
Friday night and clearing a path now tell how closely their per- in the United States that have
family houses, 1,540 housing units cleanliness of our parks and to
had been with that company
Terry
Wayne
son
Stubblefield,
in front of the car so we could get sonal deductions compare with gross incomes of the size
since January 1, 1942. He was a
interested
in of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing J. Stub- in multi-unit buildings, and 773 instill in our employes the need
Persons
some good traction going out.
the average.
reported by the average family in very valued employee of the establishing a youth center in
blefield of Route 2, Hazel, has mobile homes or trailers. The for preserving what we have and
Have they been giving more Calloway County list deducations firm, a company spokesman Murray will have a meeting at been placed
on the President's percentage of occupied units with for helping make others aware of
money to charity than most of $1,610, equal to approximately said. Prior to 1942, he was con- the Southside Restaurant on List at Freed-Hardeman College, more than one person per room their own responsibility."
Early Saturday however we people in their income brackets 21 percent of their total earnings.
nected with the J D. Sexton Thursday, February 18, at 7:30 Henderson, Tenn., for the fall was 5.3, compared with 9.3 in Last month the Parks
-boated a two foot drift right across do, or less? Are their deductible
In general, it is found, the Hardware Company.
1960. Of all the occupied housing Department sponsored an enp.m.
semester, 1970-71.
:he driveway which nee- medical
expenses
above percentage of income deducated
units, 8,143 had piped water, vironmental weekend at Carter
Sexton was a member of the The persons interested are
In
order
to
become
eligible
for
:.- 'essitated our leaving by another average? Are their local tax is bigger among people in the
First Baptist Church and of the asked to 'note the change in the the President's List, a student toilet, and bath, while 961 lacked Caves State Resort Park where
route. We moved the snow deducations higher'
lower brackets and smaller Baraca Sunday School Class of meeting place from the Woman's must earn a 3.50 or above grade some or all plumbing.
people gathered from all over the
Saturday afterno6n however
For taxpayers to know what is among those with large incomes. that church. He was a charter Club House to the Southside point average (based on a 4.0 The median value of owner- state to listen to experts
in enwhich is quite a chore.
normal in the way of deducations
For example, local families in member of the Calloway County Restaurant.
scale) and not have any grade occupied houses itt Calloway vironmental problems.
would be of considerable benefit the $7,000 to $8,003 range have Country Club. He was a graduate
below "C". Stubblefield had a County was $14,000, compared The topic of the next workshop,
to them.
deductions of 21 percent, on of Murray'High School and atwith $8,500 in 1960. The median to ke held at Kentucky Dam
g.p.a. of 3.687.
Some guidance along this line average, whereas deducations tended Murray
Stubblefield, a graduate of rent paid by tennants in 1970 was Village on Feb. 12-14, will conState College. .
For some reason when you shovel
is provided by the Commerce for those in the $15,000 to $20,000 The deceased was born
Calloway County High School, is $65 per month,compared with $46 cern the eagle and will feature
snow you feel compelled to just
Clearing
House.
national area amount to only 16 percent of February 2, 1914, and his parents
a Freshman majoring in Liberal in 1960. Half were over and half noted Kentucky ornithologists.
keeping after it with few pauses
their gross.
below the median figures.
were the late Bert Sexton and
Arts at Freed-Hardeman.
Future workshops to be held at
to rest. This probably causes as
These results are from two 1970 other state parks this winter will
and
He
Fannie
Sexton.
McDaniel
many heart attacks in the winPRACTICAL NURSES
The normal deductions listed
census advance reports for the feature such topics as reptiles
tertime as anything else. If you
for families throughout the his wife, the form-et —Veneta The Murray High School
state: PC (V2), general and amphibians, ornithology and
survives, Speech Club will present a
All licensed practical nurses
Workman,
who
shovel dirt, you stop frequently to
country
with
incomes
population characteristics, and wildflowers.
daughter of the late Torn and program entitled "A Celebration
get your breath, but when you are invited to attend the monthly corresponding to the
Calloway Melissa
HC (VI) general housing
Calloway
meeting
of
the
County
Jones Workman. were of Communication" on Saturday.
some
reason
you
snow,
for
shovel
County average are: for
characteristics. The reports,
1935. February 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Council on Drug Education to be
just keep going.
charitable contributions, $236, for married on December 21.
wife. Murray Hipp School auditorium. The West 'Kentucky area In- which contain additional 1970
held in the conference room of the interest
.Survivors
his
include
on loans and on incensus data for the state and
Murray -.Calloway County stalment
Veneta, 120 North 14th Street,
ternational Reading Association
debt, $523, for local
Hospital on Thursday, February taxes, $525,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Ron Beshear, Speech Coach, will meet in the Reading Lab at various areas within it, may be
and for medical
It was enjoyable just to walk 18, at 7:30 p.m.
George ( Melissa) Briscoe of said the program will consist of Murray State University on purchased at nominal prices
expenses, $326.
around the yard yesterday afLouisville); one son, Sp-4 Steve drama, humor, oratory, and Wednesday, February 17,at four from the superintendent of The Woman's Missionary
Documents, U. S. Government Union of the Hazel Baptist
ternoon It was cold but clear and ::::Z•St::Mge,Nseseyssme
In some instances, a family's Sexton, serving with the U. S. interpretation. Over thirty p.171.
the snow was deep in the drifts
deductions may run well above Army in Vietnam, who was here students will be participating in
Church is observing Focus week
Dr. Yancey Watkins of Murray
averages. That does not on emergency leave in January the program.
which were formed here and
these
With
the climax of the activities
United Pr... Intarostlosa3
Tickets at one dollar for adults State University will speak on
there by the strong north wind. ;7:ezseez:tceSSeAct:Sese:Kaetekx-ts->x< mean that they re improper or due to his father's illness; one
to be a supper meeting on Friday,
Reniedial
will be disallowed. It does mean sister, Mrs. Ned (Beth) Wilson, and seventy-five cents for "An-- Effective
February 19, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Kentucky:
Considerable that the taxpayer must be able to 317 North 5th Street, Murray.
students are now on sale at Provram".
dining room of the church.
c-loodiness tt•day with isolated substantiate the figeres with Funeral arrangements are Scott's, both downtown and on
Fellow says he bought one of ".
The Murray-Calloway County
Rev. Bill Gallimore, pastor of
All
persons
interested
are
flurries
half
mostly
snow
east
incomplete pending the arrival of Chestnut Street, or at•the high
proper records.
those Russian-like fur hats to
Rescue Squad answered a call
the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church,
invited to attend.
this
light
becoming
showers
very
school.
-his
son,
Steve
Sexton,
wear in this cold weather and
this morning to the Hugh Gingles will show
from
slides of the Holy Land:
The Commerce Clearing House Vietnam. The J. H.
three times last week he put the afternoon. Fair east and clearing
farm at Kirksey, where a barn
Churchill
All members of the Baptist
cautions that the deductions it Funeral Home has charge
elsewhere
becoming
tonight,
fair
of the
cat on his head and walked out.
was on fire.
Women and Baptist Young
Tuesday.. Rising temperatures lists for each income group are arrangements.
A spokesman for the squad said
Women and their families are
through Tuesday. Highs this not to be taken as the amounts the
that the only thing saved from the
urged to attend the potluck
afternoon iiwklie upper 30s to the Internal Revenue Service will
barn was a riding lawn mower.
supper meeting on Friday.
necessarily
tonight
in the
upper 40s. Lows
accept without
The squad remained on the
mid 20s to the mid 308. Highs requiring proof.
scene for 45 minutes to protect
Tuesday in the low 408 to the low
NFO MEETING
other buildings and a nearby
50s.
Fire
Department
Murray
The
house.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
PERFECT STANDING
The
National
Farmer
answered a call Sunday at 6:35
Rescue squad officials issued a
Grove Baptist Church will have a
Organization will meet tonight
Extended Forecast
I.aundry,
Boone
the
to
motorists
p.m
plea
to
to
pull
over
on
church
book study at the
Gerald 1,. Carter was named to
vitiere_ possible so that, the, Fire (Monday) at 7:30 at the He Wednesday, February. -17.
standing locatecLat13th and Main _Streets.
gaterided Weather outlook for the dean's hst with a 4.0
-truck
may pass. The officials County Court House in 'PaPii,
seven p.m.
Murray
Firemen said the fire was out
The
Kentucky Wednesday through for the first semester at
meeting
several times, motorists Tenn.
that
said
..•
State University. He is a senior on arrival of the firemen Eight
was previously scheduled for
Rev. Earl Warford, missionary Priday:
given
the
not
i
have
right-of-way
to
now
is
firemen
and
and
biology
in
Chief
majoring
Jackie
Cooper
Saturday, February 13.
Rain west half late Wednesday
for tile Blood River Baptist
,, the
. truck, almost causing acdoing his student teaching at answered the call.
Association, will teach the book, and Wednesday night and east
cidents.
half Thursday and Thursday Murray High School. He is Friday night at 8:45 p in. the
Bridge At Oaks
The Diakomc Task".
night. Partly cloudy west late married to the former Mary Ann firemen were called to the
GAME
TUESDAY
Speech
students
at
Murray
High
Murray
School
City
are
they
.and
Park where some
pictured with their
.Thursday and over the state Crawford of Murray
The women of the Oaks
The
Murray. High-North
Preceding the study, a potluck Friday Lows in the 308 and highs have one son, Phillip. His parents people were having a party This coach. Ron fieshear, center, at one of the planning sessions for the
program to be presented on Saturday. They are left to right, Marshall basketball game, which Country Club will have their
was
a
Carter
0
supper will be served at six p.m.
Ercel
bond
Mrs.
fire,
but
Rev.
was
and
are
Under
in the upper 508 and low 608
was cancelled last Friday due to regular session of bridge at the
All women and their families are
Belleville, Ill , formerly of control when the firemen Nancy Mathis, Freya Larson, Jimmy Pasco, Beshear, Ricky
snow,
will be played Tuesday club on Wednesday at 9 30 p m
Jones,
Suzanne
Jones, and Don Lampkins.
invited to attend
arrived.
I Murray
For reservations call 753-5082
night at Murray High School.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Tom Brown Named Murray AAUW To
To Travel Council Meet On Tuesday
Board Of Trustees

Library will again host their
semi-annual "Books on Exhibit."
Fifty-eight publishers selectively contribute outstanding
titles from their current lists to
make the exhibit of interest to
students, faculty, and concerned
parents.
The range and variety of the
books are best indicated by the
fact that they break down into 18
classifications, with emphasis on
social studies, science and man,
reading and literature. Each
book is selected for its relevance
to the student—high school or
junior high.
The display will be at the
Murray School Library from 8:00
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. during the
above mentioned week. Interested parents and citizens are
invited to attend.

Charles Sexton
Expires Today
At His Home

Improvements
Are Announced
For Area Parks

Code, RadioTheory
Classes TO Be Held
At The Ham Shack

Two Persons Are
'Reported Injured

Average Deductions
In Calloway--$1,610

Stubblefield Named
Youth Center Meet To President's List
At The Southside

- Murray High Speech
Club To Present
Program Saturday

Reading Group To
Hear Dr. Watkins

Hazel Baptist Milk
Plans Supper Meet

The Weather

Baptist Women At
Elm Grove To Meet

Hugh Gingles Barn
Burns This Morning

Firemen Answer
Call Last Night

Ai

o,
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French Physician
Did Re•earch on Heart
Diseases

SIJBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Me, per
Month 41.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 45.50;
Zones 1 4 2, 113.00, Elsewhere 416.00. All service subwziptions $5.00.

Mrs. Lena Parker McDaniel, age 65, died last night at her home
at 405 North 16th Street, Murray.

The Calloway County High School Lakers defeated the Murray
High Tigers63to 36 at the Murray gym. Murray College. High lost
to Fulton County 58 to 36.
Barry Grogan and Kathleen Farrell are pictured as winners of
the Carter-Austin 4-H Club speech event.
Kirksey 4-H Club speech winners pictured are Charles Greer,
Deborah Cooper, Malcolm Adams, Twila Adams, Teddy Potts,
and Charlotte Young.
Winners in the Hazel 4-H Club speech event pictured are Mary
Sue Shelton, Keith Curd, Larry Wisehart, Debbie Kuykendall,
Jane Shoemaker, and Steven Erwin.

JIM LANGSTON, UNIT RANGER FOR
THE KY DIVISION OF FORESTRY NOW
IS LEADER OF TREE "SEEDLING SALES
Under the leadership of Jim Langston,
the aDOVII picture represents his unit which is
leading the Western Kentucky Division of
Forestry in tree sales. Left to right: Elvis
Cullen, Carlisle County Forest Guard; Boyce
PacCuiston, Calloway County Forest Ranger;
John Dike, Ballard County Forest Guard;
Jim Langston, Unit Ranger; George
Harrington, Fulton & Hickman County
Forest Ranger; and Frank H. Lancaster,
Graves County Forest Guard.
John Dike leads in tree sales with 54,000
pine seedlings sold In Ballard County and

Frank H. Lancaster of Graves County is
second with 40,000 tress sold.
In Kentucky timber is one of our natural
resources. Much credit goes to County
School Agricultural teachers and the F. F. A.
boys who realize the importance of natural
resources and is doing a wonderful job
planting trees on farms all over western
Kentucky.

.(1011:1_‘`.'LLIILI

By W
DAYTONA
(UPI)—"
ing North C
another niche
record book
unprecedent
the Daytona
only the "
the race.
"A.J. Foyt
fastest car
the second f
after postin
victory on
Petty push
mouth into
from the
sitter A.J. Fo
and then st
challenge by
Baker to gra

The Kentucky Division of Forestry and
Westvaco of Wickliffe, Kentucky are
working together to promote more interest
in our forest lands. Westvaco is sharing 6016
of the total cost of trees which makes them
available for 14-cant each

JUNGLE AID—Led by three ammo-toting U.S. soldiers,
a U.S. Army tank *plows down a narrow dirt road
through a forest in South Vietnam near Laotian border.

Restroom Fugitive Found
Freed By Alert Troopers

Acreage set-aside provisions of for wheat, feed grain, and cotton
Open 7 pm 5itey pus pm
the new farm legislation will
NEW YORK UPI)—The Dow
begins March 1 and continues
Saturday and Sunday
can
average
as
well
industrial
serve national needs as
through April 13 at County ASCS Jones
Adny:
Adults 1.50--Children 75c
benefit participatns in the farm Offices. Farmers who plan to reach the 1,000 mark by
Center
Information
Crime
programs, according to 011ie C. participate must sign up during midsummer, Pioneer Western
()nit* thru Tue.
By Leonard Kimball
(NCIC1 at Washington, D. ,C.
Hall, Chairman, Callowwy that period in order to receive Corp believes. The company
Special Writer
Kentucky's 16 state
observes that "President Nixon
County ASC Committee.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Fugitives Each of
program benefits.
likes his job," and that he will have been known to hide in odd police posts is linked with NCIC
By putting cropland into
The new clinic building of Dr A. D. Butterworth is now open at
move with an eye to the 1972 places, but finding one in the by a rapid-response comconservation uses, farmers will
Main and 7th streets.
The Almanac
help prevent production of farm By United Press International election. It foresees "a better- bathroom'of a state police post is munications system requiring
Mrs. E.S. Diuguid, Jr., of the Alpha Department of the Mu-ray
deficit,
for a reply to
products beyound domestic use
Woman's Club is chairman of the Heart Fund Drive for 1951.
possibly the strangest case on less than 90 seconds
Today is Monday, Feb. 15, than-expected fiscal
travel from the nation's capital to
and export market needs while at the 46th day of -1971.
looser money, lower interest record.
"Congratulations are in order to the Murray Street Department
employment."
the same time saving good
for removing practically all the reminders of the "big snow",
It happened at Pikeville inquiring posts.
Today is the legal holiday rates and full
received via
when
use
future
for
cropland
from the column, "Seen di Heard Around Murray".
recently and, according to The response,
marking Washington's Birtlater, was
needed. So reports Mr. Hall.
Auburn Wells of Murray State College will be guest speaker at
Trooper Information Officer .radio only seconds
hday, although it actually falls
extensive series of John Brenner of the Kentucky enough to send Flora hurrying
He also pointed out that the on Feb. 22.
the regular dinner meeting of Business and Professional Women's
days is viewed State Police, Sgt. Ellis Flora and toward the restroom to make the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Club to be held at the National Hotel today.
The moon is between its full record-volume
(the Fraser Management Dispatcher Barry McKenzie led arrest. Their casual young guest,
has eliminated for 1971 the phase and last quarter.
as plain evidence the manhunt which actually did as it turned out, was a convicted
requirement that set-aside acres
are Associates
The
morning
stars
must have produced a crop for Mercury, Venus, Mars and 'iptit speculation has again turn up a Michigan parole drug offender wanted as a parole
become a hazard to be recoked violator in the post's pocketsized violator in Lansing, Mich.
harvest within one of the three Jupiter.
And the satchel? No, there
wide" However, while admit- restroorn.
preceding years.
The evening star is Saturn.
This requirement was changed, Those born on this date are ting high volume speculation
Brenner's account of the wasn't any bomb in it. As a
may be hazardous, the compa- curious incident went something matter of fact, the story ended
he said, because many producers under the sign of Aquarius.
Honour thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be long
happily for all concerned. Lanny jalso says it "reflects the like this.
have already made their farming
On this day in history:
upon the land.--Exedus 20:12.
the
of
pozer
sing authorities, notified of the
plans for 1971 and in some cases In 1898 the U.S. battleship tremendous
19-year-old
hita
19,
Jan.
On
Treat your aged parents right,so your children will do the same
have proceeded with land Maine exploded in Havana market." Furthermore, the chhiker nonchalantly strolled arrest, declined extradition and
for you.
preparation, including fer- Harbor, killing 260 _crew mem- company believes the improv- into the post, politely introduced canceled the warrant outstanding
tilization, based on their bers and leading to a U.S. ing business news has been himself and asked if he could use against the young man.
with
previous declaration of war against "over-discounted" and it ex- the 'restroom. Permission was
familarity
operation of farm programs.
pects a bull-market reaction.
granted, and the young traveler
Spain.
Nearly all producers have In 1933
walked off in the direction of the
President-Elect Franmade credit arrangements, klin D. Roosevelt narrowly "There is still life in this small room, leaving a black
according to E.F. satchel on the floor near the
purchases of machinery, and escaped
in advance,"
assassination
other financial obligations based Miami. Shots fired by fanatic Hutton & Co. The company dispatcher's desk.
on prior program regulations Giuseppe Zangara fatally suspects that those who sold
Flora, spotting the bag,
OFFICIALS—Kenneth F. Harper, of Lakeside Park, former
regarding land set aside from wounded Chicago Mayor Anton sh-Firt may now be feeling jokingly asked McKenzie when
commissioner of Public Information, has been appointed
production. Under these cir- Cerrnak.
"upeasy." However, despite its he thought the bomb would go off.
/secretary of state by Gov. Louie B. Nunn, replacing Mrs. Leila
cumstances, enforcement of the In 1965 singer Nat -King" ositnistic outlook the company The dispatcher apparently failed
- -F. Begley, who resigned. Named to replace Harper as Public
new regulations for 1971 would Cole, 45, died of cancer.
says it still is "up to the bulls" to see the humor in Flora's
Information commissioner was Press Secretary Larry Van
can keep the remark. At any rate, he decided
have created an undue hardship In .1920 102 persons
were to show that they
Hoose.
on many U. S. producers.
killed when a Dominican jet rily going.
to check the man's name through
Mr. Hall said that while the set- airliner crashed into the
the FBI's computerized National
CaribService
aside land need not have been in bean.
Wright's Investors'
INSURANCE—In a recent television interview, Insurance
crop production during the last
says fourth quarter earnings
Commissioner Robert Preston advised Kentucky's drivers
three years,it is required that the A thought for today:
average of 8.6 per cent ROME ( UPD—Today's male
. If you're with a company treating you reasonably fair, stay
Irish fell an
interim Italian stands nearly 1 is inches
a
have
production
acreage
poet Thomas Moore said, "Ask Or14- it expects "some
with them, because believe me, the market at this time is
in market taller than his 19th-century
potential equal to the average a woman's
weakness"
price
advicei and what'er
terrible."
statistics
productivity of the farm. ASC she advise, do the very
But these periods of forebearer, army
reverse averages.
A compariWednesday.
showed
as
regarded
county committees, he said, have and you're sure to
be
should
weakness
be wise."
showed the
the responsibility for seeing that
"suitable 'for further selective son of draft records
TRAFFIC—Seven high school students newly appointed by
this requirement le met by farin anticipation of average height of Italian men
accumulation,
Governor Nunn to the Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee
in 1861 was 5 feet, 4%
Cigarettes and 14;a-cells
mers responsibility for seeing
a further broad price recovery born
have recommended, among other things, that traffic laws be
while draftees born in
inches,
Fla.
GAINESVILLE,
(UPI)
notes.
by
met
is
that this requirement
in the spring," it
enforced and judged fairly and impartially, without political or
New evidence that cigarette
1949 averaged 5 feet, 6% inches.
farmers participating in the
social favo4tism.
wheat, feed grain, and cotton smoking interferes with the
ability of red blood cells to
programs for 1971.
MESSAGE TO NIXON
release
oxygen to body tissues
Many practices and uses apMOSCOW (UPI) — Soviet
DEBT—A recently published report shows the state's bonded
been provided by research
proved for the set-aside acreage has
Nikolai V. Podgorny
President
hy.br. Robert W. Eliot of the
indebtedness totaled just over
billion at the end of the last
congratulatory message
and the conserving base remain
Veterans Administration, Hos- sent a
fiscal year. The figure reflects nearly a $7 million decrease
basically the same as in recent pital.
to President Nixon Wednesday
since the end of fiscal 1969.
14. The
years. Eligible uses will continue
A chemical called 2.3 DP( on the flight of Apollo
to include grasses and legumes, builds up in the hemoglobin of cable read: "Please accept,
Persons serviced by city ,
green manure crops, small grain red blood cells under condi- Mr. President, our congratulacarriers who have not
INSPECTION—The state Department of Agriculture has incover crops, summer fallow. tions which lower the amount tions on the flight of the
received their Ledger &
dieated it will make an all-out effort in the next few months to
wildlife practices, and other of oxygen in the tissues.
Apollo 14 and on the ..,:
: Times by 6 p.m. should call
spacecraft
retain control over meat-inspection programs in Kentucky,
conservation practices.
safe return of the American • the circulation manager,'
after the federal government last week notified state officials
One major change in the uses
astronauts. Please convey best : Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
that certain deficiencies must be corrected.
approved for set-aside acreage
wishes to the spacecraft's • between 6 p.m. and 6:30
permits the'planting and grazing
p.m. for delivery.
courageous crew, A. Shepard,
of sweet sorghurnes, except for
Mitchell and S.Roosa."
E.
INDUSTRY—Plans for a $3 minion expansion of the Crane Co.
the five-month prohibited grazing
manufacturing plant near Somerset and the location for a new
periods established by the ASC
Cellu-Products Co. plant in Cynthiana have been announced by
County Committee. In past years
and
Governor Nunn
the Department of Commerce_
produces were not allowed to sue
sweet sorghum planted on
diverted acreage for grazing at
any time of the year.
with
line
growing
In
recognition of the need for en-,
You got•delicrous,ogyeri-riem.e.brodects pure-beef Hamburger
vironmental improvement and
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Sandwich . a by bag of Idaho French Fries
and your
water
abatement,
His
pollution
choice of beverage, A tremendous Nro, ate pantry pots!
.11 is generally agreed that God, despite
storage facilities developed in the
omnipotence. made two mistakes, the _second of
current yew of fall of the
BIG SNEF * FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
which was Woman.
preceding year, and filter strips
For BIO appetites
get•triple-dock
SKI SHEr (two Hamburgers. metted ,
seeded along a stream or ditch to
-Woman is one of Nature's agreeable blunders."
cheese.
*fluor,
end
creamy
sauce)
prevent siltation may qualify
—Hannah' Cowley
a beg of Idaho French Flies . and
under the new rules.
your favorite drink.,.
•
"Producers will still be
RADICALS PROTEST
*acme roe ANT Is, 1001 021,21 CO2211 02 WU
maintain
PrOperly
requirec*
teto
2,500
1:-Abou(
UPI
PARIS
conservi
and
setaside
their
HANOI
IN
ERIK
ErjialONS
iii youths, waving t*
KIRKLAND seems
TOKYO tUPI)—North Viet- base acreages throughout the happy about disckisure
mid black flags of anarchism
and shouting "Down with nam will hold national parli- program year,"Mr . Hall said. He that he is the son of film
adequately producer Otto Preminger,
bourgeois justice." ran through amentary elections on April 11, added that this means
erosion, insects, who admitted an affair in
the streets Tuesday...night in a Hanoi Radio said in a broadcast controlling
'•
on land taken l944 with the late Gypsy
California
EARTSOIJAKE AREA—Map spots SouIho
tkononstration for bAter prison monitored in Tokyo Wednesday. weeds, and rodents
.
production to meet farm Row. Lee in California.
conditions for jailed radicals. Four hundred and twenty out of
:fres of the earthquake. Centered along ffie Sun Andreas
Kirkland,- who , works
rectuirements
fault at Newhall, ,north of Los Angeles, the tembtor
Police broke up the dernonstra- deputies will be elected from 80 program
Hall reminded farmers casting, as sho w
regjsterecl 7 on the Richter scale to become the heaviest
DUNGEN CISEP GOES ALL OUT 10 PLEASE 'roust FAMILY
tion with te.ireas The sal& -election districts, .Hanoi Radio Mr
doartment. in . New York.
program.
1971
(make in 38 yezar.,
the
for
‘Ignup
that
relater
said
Olio detained and

WW1

crooked

a man...
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Petty Takes Daytona
With '2nd Fastest Car'
By WALT SMITH
$48,000 in the premier stock car
DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla. event.
(UPI)—Richard Petty, a drawl- Foyt nursed his Mercury into
ing North Carolinian, carved the pith for refueling but was
another niche into the NASCAR never able to make up the lost
record book Sunday with an time.
unprecedented third victory in Baker, who joined the Petty
the Daytona 500 despite having team this year, picked up
only the "second fastest" car in $17,000 for his second place
the race.
finish, one half mile behind
"A.J. Foyt probably had the Petty. Foyt, who finished
fastest car and I probably had nearly a lap behind, earned
the second fastest," said Petty $19,000, including $5,000 ,for
after posting a record 120th winning the pole.
victory on the NASCAR circuit. David Pearson, runnerup last
Petty pushed his blue Ply- year, finished fourth in a 1969
mouth into the lead 100 miles Mercury with Fred Lorenzen
from the finish when the pole- fifth in a 1971 Plymouth
sitter A.J. Foyt ran out of gas, sponsored by Andy Granatelli's
and then staved off a late SIT Corp.
challenge by teammate Buddy "It got a little hairy out there
Baker to grab the top prize of sometimes," said Petty. "I

E.

MINIMP

Pro Cage
Standings

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Racers Wallop
Eagles Saturday

Seventeenth-rankea
Diller or Dollar
Lisurray scoring honors. with 26 points. Out a seven point win over the
NBA Standings
State powered by Morehead State Jerry Huesman netted 18 for the Colonels, 81-74.
Bowling League
By United Press International
University Saturday night 89-78. Eagles and Jim Day added 16.
Atlantic Division
'Team
Guiding the Racers, with 52 of Ron Johnson pulled down 13
Scoring
W L
W. L Pct. GB Robinettes
50 26 their total points were hot- rebounds for the night, but honors Murray State (89)—Young 26,
New York
41 24 .631 ... Champs
42 34 shooting Les Taylor and Jimmy went to Morehead's Jim Day with Taylor 26, Williams 4, Blondet 12,
Philadelphia 37 27 .57 3/
1
2 Winners
17 pulled down off the boards. Johnson 13, Mancini 4, Steverson
40 36 Young.
/
2 Trophies
Boston
35 29 .547 51
The victory kept the Thorough- Murray's final home ap- 4, Brown 4.
39 37
Buffalo
18 47 .277 23 Three + One
37 39 breds at an even pace with the pearance will be Monday, March Morehead (781—Wharton 14,
Central Division
Four Seasons
34 42 Western Kentucky Hilltoppers, 1, when they play host to Eastern Abell 9, Huesman 18, Day 16.
W. L. Pct. GB PM-Pals
33 43 both tied for first place in the Kentucky. In the first match Conley 11, Wilkerson 2, Guiler 2,
Baltimore
35 26 .574 ... ABC's
between the two, Murray pulled Unseld 4.
29 47 Ohio Valley Conference.
Cincinnati
24 39 .38112
The Racers went on a scoring
Atlanta
24 40 .375 121
/
2
spree midway in the first half,
High Team Game (SC)
Cleveland
/
2 Winners
11 56 .164 261
594 picking up nine points in a row.
Midwest Division
Robinettes
555 By halftime, the Thoroughbreds
W. L. Pet. GB Champs
545 had piled up an 18 point lead, 50Milwaukee
51 11 .823 ...
32.
Detroit
/
2
38 23a.623 121
Jimmy Young netted 18 of his
High Team Game (HC)
/
2 Winners
Chicago
38 25 .603 131
788 26 points during the first 20
Phoenix
38 26 .594 14 Robinettes
748 minute session, and Les Taylor By United Press International phia rally when Moneor and
Pacific Division
Pin-Pals
The Milwaukee Bucks merel Jack Mann
747 scored thirteen.
hit a pair of free
W. L. Pct. GB
Although Morehead has won were coasting while the Seattl throws each
sandwiched around
Los Angeles
37 24 .607 ...
only four games this year, they Supersonics were driving all
High Team Series (SC)
a basket by Wes Unseld. - Bill
San Francisco 34 3e .523 5 Winners
1638 have had a history of' coming' 'way in their National Basket Cunningham led the 76ers
with
San Diego
29 37 .439 101
/
2 Three + One
1574 back at the last minute and ball Association games Sunda 35 points.
Durable Mo
Seattle
28 36 .438 104. Robinettes
By United Press International services of leading scorer and
making
things
—with
rough
disastrous
1573
for the
results fo
CLEVELAND(UPI)- Dick Portland
22 39 .361 15
Dick Van Arsdale scored 29 •
It's a two-team race between rebounder Zelmo Beaty. George
opposing team. Many of their their rivals.
Modzelewski,
now
a
Cleveland
Sunday's Results
lasses were only by two or three
the Utah Stars and the Indiana Thompson scored 31 for the
The' Bucks, runaway leader- points and Clem Haskins added
High Team Series (HC)
Browns line coach, played in Baltimore 112 Phila 103
in the Midwest Division of th 22 for the Suns at Buffalo..
Pacers again in the West Condors.
Winners
2220 points.
180
consecutive
National Boston 110 Detroit 108
A rally staged by the Golden NBA, walloped the Atlan Etaskets by Haskins and John
Division of the
Three 4 One
2192
American
Other Results
Football 1.611gUe games. The
Robinettes
Basketball Association.
2152 Eagles late in the second half Hawks, 124-88, in Atlanta, Ga. Wetzel finally put the game out
The Virginia Squires beat the durishke "Mo," who was an Milwaukee 124 Atlanta 88
Phoenix 108 Buffalo 97
of reach of the Braves, who
failed to bring them closer than despite the fact that
The Pacers made sure of that Kentucky Colonels, 144-140, the outstanding defensive
tackle, Chicago 108 Cleveland
83
ten. They remained a potential Alcindor played only 35 ml rallied to within four points
Sunday when they defeated the New York Nets nipped the played 107 of those games
High Ind. Game (SC)
Memphis Pros, 116-111, in Denver Rockets, 118-117, and for the New York Giants. Seattle 146 San Fran 101
Margaret Morton
199 threat however, for the entire nutes. The Supersonics, mean with 5:10 left. Don May led the
Los Angeles 125 Cincinnati 113 Martha Alls
while, ripped the San Francisco Braves with 32 points and
overtime to remain 11
183 game.
/
2 games the Floridians downed the
54*
I Only games scheduled)
behind the Stars and at the Carolina Cougars, 109-106, in
Warriors, 146-101, with newly rebounds.
Jane Buchanan
182 Young and Taylor
tied for topMonday's Gaines
Rizzuto. Boudreau tops
same time knock the pros Sunday's other ABA games.
acquired star Spencer Haywood The .Celtics pulled out .their
No
games
scheduled)
victory over the Pistons at
scoring
seven games out of first place. The Squires increased their
25 points.
High
Ind.
Game
(HC)
CLEVELAND (UPI) - Phil
INZELL, Germany (UPI)—
The Bucks stormed to a 19- Detroit when John Havlicek
The Stars downed the Pit- East Division lead to 10 games Rizzuto of the Yankees and
Marie Clark
235
Sixteen-year-old
American .point lead at the end of the first made two free throws with
tsburgh Condors, 128-118.
Margaret Morton
230
when they rallied from a three- Lou Boudreau of the Indians
ABA Standings
speed queen Ann Henning sei period
seven seconds left. Havticek
and led by 23 at the h
Steve Jones of Memphis tied point deficit going into the are the only shortstops ever
Sallie
Guy
225
By United Press International
an unofficial world's record o as they
the score at 98-98 at the end of fourth period. Charlie Scott to be voted Most Valuable
scored their 51st scored 11 of his game-high 36
East
43.2 seconds in the 500 meter victory
in 62 games. Alcindor points in the fourth period as
regulation time but the Pacers scored 38 points and Jim Players
in the American
High Ind. Series (SC)
W. L. Pet. GB
Sunday during training for next led both
took a 106-100 lead in the extra Eakins had 29 for the Squires League.
Margaret Morton
544
teams in scoring with the Celtics rallied from an 83-79
Virginia
43 19
weekend's world speed skating 23 points
* * *
'694
session on goals by Billy Keller, while Dan Isser had 33 for the
and 19 rebounds while deficit. Dave Bing had 27 points
Pat
Scott
485
Kentucky
34 30 .531 10 'Sallie Guy
championships here.
Bob Dandridge added 22 for the for the Pistons.
Don Sidle and Fred Lewis.
485
Accountant-infielder
Colonels.
New York
37 34
L
til Glenda Hill
Roger Brown led the Pacers Rick Barry's 20-foot field goal
Bucks. Pete Maravich had 15 for Jerry Sloan scored 26 points
461
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI). Carolina
27 35 .435 16
SYDNEY, Australia (DPI)—
and Chet Walker 21 to lead the
with 31 points while Jim Jones with two seconds remaining Ed Spezio,
Hawks.
Martha
Ails
the
461
San Diego Padres Floridians
2s 39 .418 171
Australian-born Frank Gardner The Sonics
/
2
of the Pros was high scorer game the Nets their winning third baseman, holds
surged to a 16- Bulls over the Cavs, who
a degree Pittsburgh
26 39 .400 181/2
of England led from the point lead
High Ind. Series (HC)
with 35. Steve Jones had 30.
at the end of the first suffered their 56th loss in 67
points after they trailed, 54-49, in accounting from Lewis ColWest
opening flag Sunday in winning period,
had a 26-point lead at games. The Bulls led by only
The stars out-scored the at halftime. Barry scored a lege, lAickport, Ill.
Margaret Morton
637
W. L. Pct.
the Rothman's 100 international the half
"D Sallie Guy
and just kept pouring it one point 2:22 into the second
Condors, 39-24, in the fourth game-high 35 points for the
617
* * *
Utah
42 19
auto race, the fifth event in the an. Lee
" Pat Scott
period to beat Pittsburgh for Nets, who were outrebounded,
Winfield was second to quarter but had a 51-42 lead at
614
Indiana
39 20
current Tasman Cup series.
Haywood in scording with 11 intermission. John
Johnson
the fifth straight time this 54-47, with Rocket Julius Keye Coach training ground
High
Averages
Memphis
36 28
2
season. The Stars, trailing pulling down 24 rebounds.
•
711 Margaret Morton
NLW YORK (UPI) -- Twen- Denver
157 LINCOLN, R.I. (UPI)—Five points and Pete Cross and Dot scored 26 points for the Cavs.
2239 .361 20
much of the way, took the lead Larry Jones scored 27 points ty former New York Giants Texas
Glenda Hill
156 thoroughbred horses and a Kojis added 18 each for Seattle The Lakers placed eight men
19 41 .317 22/
1
2
for good on a field goal by, Ron for the Floridians, who led by football stars are currently
Martha
Ails
152 small dog were killed early Nick Jones led the Warriors witt in double figures in rolltitig,to
Sunday's Results
their 10th strhight home 'court'
16 points.
Boone with 6:23 remaining in as many as 20 points in the head or assistant coaches in
Jane
Buchanan
151
Indiana 116 Memphis 111, ot
Sunday when fire damaged a The Baltimore Bullets
victory
and handing Cincinnati
the game.
the
National
defeatFootball
Verona
third period. It was the fifth
Grogan
League, New York 118 Denver 117
148 section of a barn at Lincoln
ad the Philadelphia 76ers, 112- its seventh consecutive loss.
Boone had 29 points, George win in the last six games for reports the Rheingold sports Virginia
Margie
Chapman
142
144 Kentucky 140
Downs race track
103, the Phoenix Suns beat the Jerry West paced Los Angeles
Stone 23, Willie Wise 22 and the Floridians. George Leh- bureau. The list includes Alex
Pat Scott
140
Floridians 109 Carolina 106
Buffalo
Braves, 108-97, the with 22 points while Norm Van
Glen Conbs 20 for the Stars, mann had 23 points and Bob Webster, current Giants men- Utah
Edna
LaMastus
139 Season grand slam record
128 Pittsburgh 118
tor, a fine running back in
Boston
Celtics edged
playing again without the Verge 22 for the Cougars.
the Lier led the Royals with 25.
Sallie
Guy
137
Monday's
Games
his active playing days.
CHICAGO ((WI) - Ernie Detroit Pistons, 110-108, the
Kay
Addison
137
New York at Utah
Banks of the Cubs hit five Chicago Bulls downed the
ValacLa Stuart
136 grand slam
Texas at Indiana
BREAK TRADITION
home runs Alt a
Julia
Freeman
136 single. season, a major leillue Cleveland Cavs, 108-83, and the
(Only games scheduled
+10USTON ( UP1)—Crosstown
Los
Angeles
Lakers
downed
the
Mary Contri
136 record.
Cincinnati Royals '125-113, in rivals Rice- University and
Houston University will break a
Sunday's other NBA games.
Earl Monroe scored 33 points 25-year tradition Sept. 11 and
for the Bullets, who led by only oppose each other in football, it
three points with two minutes was jointly announced Frida.
BY. DON CARS
left after having a 92-70 lead by Rice Athletic Director Bill
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
early
in the fourth period. The Peterson and Houston Athletic
GAMES OF 2-15-71:
GAMES 01 2- 15-71 - CONTINUED:
Bullets staved off the Philadel- Director Harry Fouke
AKRON
15 CENTRAL MICHIGAN VANDERBILT
9 ALABAMA
By JOE SARGLS
he has played in six tourneys
ALCORN
24 SOUTHERN U.
VIRGINIA TECH
12 TAMPA
UPI Sports Writer
since January.
AMERICAN U.
14 GETTYSBURG
WEBER STATE
12 GONZAGA
PALM
SPRINGS, Calif.
ARMY
6 FAIR. DICKINSON
W KENTUCKY
16 EAST TENNESSEE
AUGSBURG
14 ST. JOHNS-MINN.
(UPI(—For one bright moment Sunday's victory gave Palmer
GAMES OF 2-16-71,
45 GREENSBORO4UNC.
BARBER SCOTIA
ARK. A-M 6 N
HENDRIX
22
at least Arnold Palmer acam is a total of 57 triumphs on the
17 WABASH
BUTLER
AUGUSTA
MORRIS-S.C.
23
U.S. tour since he turned pro in
the
king of golf.
CAMPBELLSVILLE
4 UNION-TENNESSEE
AUGUSTANA-ILL. 19 DUBUQUE
1955. No one ever has won that
was
who
At
age
man
41,
the
BEEEA
C. W. POST
22 SOUTHAMPTON
47
CALVARY
D. C. TEACHERS 23 GEORGE MASON
BLACKBURN
king of all he could survey in many but one of the elusive
25 ILLINOIS COLLEGE
DENVER
1 UTAH SIAM
BOSTON COLLECE
I -,GEORGETOWN-D.C.
the 60s finally has won a ones for Palmer has been the
DICKINSON-N.D. 15 JAMESINN
CAPITAL
23 HUSKINGUM
tournament
in the 70s How PGA.
14 PARSONS,
CATHOLIC
E. MICHIGAN
1
CANISIUS
long
keep
he
it up no one On the extra hole with Floyd
can
E. NEW MEXICO
18 W
CENTENARY
ARLINGTON
10
CENTRAL ST. OHIO 14 STEUBENVILLE
EHPOR1A COLLEGE 21 s.A'YX.rftc
knows but the moment is Sunday, Palmer stood over the
FAIRFIELD
7 HOFSTRA
CHATTANOOGA
4 FURMAN
beautiful and Arnie, the one ball a long time and said later
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Feb. 15, Feb. 16, Feb. 17
FAIRMONT
27 ALD. BROADDUS
CITADEL
12 RICHMOND
man responsible for making a lot of things crossed his mind.
42 SOUTHEASTERN
COLORADO
FEDERAL CITY
2 NEBRASKA
"I
about
thought
how
long
it
it
is
sport
7 50. =ARAD°
DAKOTA W-LEYAN 25 DAKOTA STATE
golf the big spectator
PORT HAYS
:"..---.0611110
"
..
GEORGETOWN-KY. 12 CUMBERLAND
DELTA STATE
MISSISSIPPI COL.
26
today, plans to make the most had been since I won anyDePAUL
10 ARTESIA
GRAND CANYON
thing,"
19
he
said.
MILWAUKEE
"I
also
thought
ofit,
DUKE
25 CLARKSON TECH
HARTWICK
10 DAVIDSON
He ended 14 months of bitter of all the chances I had this
EARLHAM
12 CONNECTICUT
HOLY CROSS
2
INDIANA CENTRAL
EVANGEL
19 NO. ARIZONA
IDAHO
14
MID-AMERICA NAZ.
frustration Sunday with a year, the playoffs I had lost.
I
psyched
FRESNO STATE
14 MONTANA
myself
15 SAN /osE STATE
IDAHO STATE
pressure packed 25-foot birdie Maybe
GRAND CANYON
JACKSONVILLE-F. 4 FLORIDA STATE
10
ARTESIA
because I hit it real good putt,
of
a
the
hole
first
on
putt
GREAT FALLS
7 OKLAHOMA
22
KANSAS
NORTHERN MONTANA
sudden death playoff with 28- maybe as good as I could
GREEN SAY
18 NORTHERN MICHIGAN
11 GEORGIA
KENTUCKY
HAMPDEN SYDNEY 26 MADISON
KENTUCKY STATE 21 BELLARMINE
year-old Ray Floyd to win the possibly make."
HANOVER
3 HUNTINGDON
L•GRANGE
1 FRANKLIN
$140,000 Bob Hope Desert Floyd, who last won when he
HUNTER
25 BROOKLYN COLLEGE
9 AUBURN
L. S. U.
took the 1969 PGA title, took
Classic.
HUNTINGTON
30
ST. FRANCIS-IND.
LOUISIANA TECH 22 NICHOLLS STATE
Playing in an area where home a check for $16,000 for his
6 PURDUE
7 SAMFORD
ILLINOIS
LOYOLA-N.O.
INDIANA
8 MICHIGAN STATE
being 60 and
39 VA. WESLEYAN
LYNCHBURG
retired
is trouble. He didn't seem too
GROVE CITY
22
23 LINCOLN CHRISTIAN INDIANA- PA.
McKENDREE
Palmer was the big upset.
beautiful.
4
IOWA
MINNESOTA
9 SOUTHERN TECH
MERCER
attraction all week long as he "I thought I got off a good
22
NEWARK STATE
JERSEY CITY
1 TENNESSEE TECH
MID. TENNESSEE
plodded up one course and putt on the extra hole," said
MALONE
18
MARIETTA
12 IOWA STATE
MISSOURI
week long
4
OHIO U.
MARSHALL
5 AUSTIN PEAS
MOREHEAD
down another in the 90-hole Floyd, "but I'm glad Arnie won
14
SPRINGFIELD
14 EASTERN KENTUCKY MASSACHUSETTS
MURRAY
marathon Hope Classic. Wher it. He's some guy."
18 WEST NA. STATE
MORRIS HARVEY
NEW HAMP. COL. 23 HAWTHORNE
Lost in the shuffle of the
ever he went the crowds wee
ST. ANSELMS
NORTHEASTERN
27
NEW MEXICO ST. 10 ARIZONA STATE
there and to achieve his long Plilmer-Floyd duel was what
NORTWAX)D-INDIANA
7
16 LOUISIANA COLLEGE OAKLAND CITY
NEW ORLEANS
4
OHIO STATE
WISCONSIN
NO. ILLINOIS
12 BALL STATE
sought victory Palmer shot a happened to the rest of the
28
PERU STATE
BELLEVUE
N.14. LOUISIANA 12 S. E. LOUISIANA
five under 67 at La Quinta, a field. Bert Yancey wound up at
PIEDMONT
VALPARIASO
SHORTER
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skating title
up a little. He should heca

Race Between Stars And
Pacers In West Division

n

can't remember when one car
would be leading and three or
four would pass him on a lap."
Baker admitted his decisiot
to be "second guess" the Petti
enterprises' pit crew and
changed the suspension setup
on his car late in the race hurt
his bid to catch Petty at the
finish.
"I won't second guess my pit
crew any more," said Baker,
who joined the factory-backed
Petty team this year. "I was
the one who made the decision
to take some weight out of the
car on the final pit stop,"
continued Baker. "After that,
the car didn't handle as well in
the turns."
Petty dispelled any notion the
two teammates might not have
been fighting it out at the
finish. "You can bet we'd have
been battling each other for the
checkered flag if Buddy's car
had been handling as good as
mine," he said.
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Bucks and Supersonics
Both Topple Opponents

t

Sports Ratings

Palmer Breaks 14-Month Drought
With Win In Bob Hope Tournament

Drycleaning
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Shirt
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Lai'wdeo
Wyatt Home Scene
Of Meeting Held
By Westside Club

Mrs. Glenda Boone
Guest Speaker At
Murray FHA Meet

cie 713-011

B.Burk's& • • •

Mrs. Glenda Boone was the
Robertson, Jewel McCallon, W. guest speaker at the meeting of
A. Erwin, James Miller, Elvin the Murray High School chapter
Crouse, and Harold Forbes.
of the Future Homemakers of
America held on Thursday at
five-fifteen o'clock in the afternoon at the high school

PINK PUNCH

Pink is a color children prefer
Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt opened
for punches and desserts, so a
her home for the meeting of the
that combines the flavor of
Westside Homemakers Club held punch
lemon with the pretty color of
on Thursday, February 11, at
pink is bound to be a hit. New
twelve-thirty o'clock in the afcanned lemon pink Hawaiian
ternoon.
punch is great as it comes from
The special lesson on "Blenchilled for several houis,
ders" was presented by Mrs. he can,
refreshing coolness. Serve
Charles Coleman and Mrs. Alvin to
over ice cubes with a small lemon
Usrey. They explained how to use
wedge frozen in the middle of
the blender and gave recipes with
each.
the use of the blender.
president,
Usrey,
Mrs.
presided. The minutes were
MILK CARE
read by Mrs. Glen Gibbs, Milk may keep in your
secretary. Announcement was refrigerator at normal household
made of the annual day to be hek temperatures)45 to 50 degrees F
March 19.
an average of seven days, acThe devotion was given by Mrs. cording to the U. S. Department
Glen Gibbs with her scripture of
Research
Agricultural
reading from Ephesians 4:31.
scientists have demonstrated
Mrs. Jerry Butler was in- that by simply lowering the
troduced as a new member.
storage temperature of milk to
Refreshments were served by slightly above freezing, the
Mrs. Wyatt. Other members storage life of milk can be exPresent were Mesdames Eugene tended as long as seven weeks'.

Unmarried couple
poses a problem
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: While addressing Christmas
cards, my
husband and I were stumped when tie faced this
situation:
We have known and loved a young man
since he was an
infant. [His parents are dear friends of
ours.] The young
man has a female companion living with him.
He is 26 and
is 25. We've met her and we like her, altho
we don't
eia
- ctly approve of unmarried couples living together,
which
may be beside the point.
This young couple do not pretend to be married
and they
lon't hide their arrangement. Neither do they
broadcast it.
We sent the young man a Christmas card and
wanted to
send her one, too, but we didn't know how to address it.
To address one card to "Mr. and Mrs." was out
because
they aren't married. To address one card to
"Mr. John Doe
and Miss So and So" seemed wrong, too. But
that was also
impossible because we didn't know her last name.
We didn't want to ignore the young woman,
yet we
honestly didn't know what else to do. How would you
have
handled this awkward situation?
"OUT OF IT"
DEAR "OUT": I'd have sent him a card, and
oti it I'd
have added a hand-written "Id" to her.[Had I
known her Ilia
same, I'd have seat her a card
at her address, which jest
happened to be his address.I
DEAR ABBY: I am ready to scream! This year
we
received six Christmas cards from "unknowns." One
was
signed "Gladys and Bud." The postmark was Boulder,
Colo.
(We don't know anybody in Boulder.] Another was signed,
"Bill and Anne "Another was from "Pat and Mary."
Neither
my husband nor I could figure out who these people were.
Worse yet we received a lovely gift from a store in
Boston! [We live in Greenwich, Coen.) There was no card
enclosed so we wrote to the store. They couldn't help us Now
we don't know whom to thank.
Abby, will you please do a lot of people a favor and tell
them that next Christmas they should please put their full
names and addresses on the envelopes. And when sending a
gift, to be sure their names are inside the gift and their
return addresses are on the outside wrapping. too. Thank
you.
GOING MAD
DEAR GOING: Consider it dose.
DEAR ABBY Our church had a Christmas tree sale to
pay for the church bus The preacher and another man (I
will call him Mr Jones] were in charge of this sale
They asked our 16-year-old son to help out, so the kid
took a tent and sleeping bag and stayed on that tree lot
working for a whole week, night and day
Mr Jones asked our son to deliver a Christmas tree, and
be gave him his car to use. Well, our son backed out of a
driveway and hit a mailbox and cracked the windshield
of
Mr. Jones's car Mr Jones thinks we ought' to pay for the
damages on his car. What do you think?
HURT
DEAR HURT: Under the circumstances I would say that
Mr. Jones's Christian spirit Isn't very deep. And buying a
rhumb bus weal deepen it
DEAR ABBY: There is this lady I know who just hands
her friends their Christmas cards She makes it a point if she
is going to a meeting or to church to take the cards for the
people who mailed cards to her It isn't that she is too
poor
to buy postage stamps, in fact she has more than many of
the people who mailed her a Christmas card.
This strikes me as a cheap way to save a few pennies I
noticed that when she handed the cards to some folks they
looked
her strangely and cildn't know what to say, but they
thanked her any way. Would you say she had the real
Christmas spirit or not?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: The "real Christmas spirit" is
'Peace on earth arid good will toward men." It doesn't say
the "spirit" hes to go they the poet office in order to he valid.
What's yeti problem? You'll heel better if you get it off
»air chest %rite to ABBY. Sox striae, Los Angeles. Cal.
'oast For a personal reply rectos* stamped, otdeely,pd
•nselope

Monday, February 15
The Wadesboro Homemaker
Senior Art Show of Bill Moore, Club will meet at the home of
Murray, will open at the Mrs. Autumn Ezell at 10:30 a.m.
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts
Thursday, February 19
Building, MSU, and continue
The Kirksey Baptist Women
until February 28. No charge
will have a book study at the
Kirksey Church at 6:30 p.m.
Senior Art Show of Linda
Copley, Louisville, will open in
Persons
interested
in
the Kappa Pi Room, Fine Arts
establishing a youth center are
Building, MSU, and continue
asked to meet at the Murray
until February ZS. No charge.
Woman's Club House at 7:30 p.m.

auditorium.
The speaker spoke on "Individuality of Htimemaking"
stressing each person to strive
for personal happiness. Mrs.
Boone is an active member of
Murray Woman's Club and is a
graduate of Murray State
University. Slie was introduced
by Miss Becky Hogancamp.
Miss Brenda Richardson gave
the devotion on "Material Things
In Life". Miss Nancy Mathis,
president, led the opening ritual.
Miss Susan Hale, recipient of an
FHA scholarship and Murray
High chapter president last year,
spoke on "Scholarships".
Eighty members were present.
Guests were Miss Hale and Mrs.
Boone. Also present were Mrs.
John Mikulcik, student teacher,
Mrs. A. B. Crass and Mrs. G. T.
Lilly, advisors.

BY CLARK KINNAIRD

The Penny Homemakers Club Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
will meet at the home of Mrs. Order of the Eastern Star will
Brent Butterworth at 12:30 p.m. meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at The Hazel Woman's Club will
the home of Mrs. Betty Newnam meet at the Club room at seven
at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 14

The Home Department of the
Leo's
Preschool Murray Woman's Club will meet
Cooperative Mothers will meet a at the club house at two p.m. with THIS genteel daughter of a
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Dr. L. J. Hortin as guest speaker. I Brooklyn, N. Y., lawyer
Hosteesses will be Mesdames H. penned the first of all the
thousands of American "whoMurray Branch of the AA
T. Waldrop, R. A. Slinder, Walter dunit" novels. Authority for
willomeet at the home of Mrs. Wilson, Will Rose, N. P. Hutson, the statement: Detective FieRobert Higgins, 713 Main Street, and H. B. Bailey.
ton, by W.B. Stevenson (Camat 7:30 p.m.
bridge University Press ). All
Campus Lights will open at the of Edgar Allan Poe's epochal
A basketball game at Hazel Murray
State
University suspense fiction had been
School will feature the Murray auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Tickets short-stories.
The Leavenworth c as
Firemen playing the Hazel men are two dollars each.
which she followed with 14
and the Almo Women playing the
other thrillers totaling millioni,
Kirksey Women. Proceeds will go
Friday, February 19
in sales internationally, was
the Calloway Rescue Squad. Campus Lights swill be published in 1870, before hei
presented at the Murray State marriage to Charles /Whits. It
The
New
Providence University auditorium at 8:15 was the first bestseller mysCalloway
County
The
Chapter
Homemakers Club will meet at p.m. Tickets are two dollars tery to be dramatized succes,
fully.
of the Future Teachers of
the home of Mrs. Anton Herndon each.
It was used as a textbook
America was held in the band
at one p.m.
1971 AllArnerica Selections New 12 inch hybrid border zinnias
at Yale Law School to show
room of Calloway High on 'Peter Pan Pink above and 'Peter Pan Plum' below win Gold Medal
the fallacy of much circumJanuary 27 at eight-thirty o'clock
awards. Hibiscus 'Southern Belle' hardy pereental with giant
Circle I of the First United
stantial evidence.
Saturday, February 20
in the morning with the flowers in mixed colors, bloom the firs: year from seeds. Get seeds
Methodist Church WSCS will Campus Lights will be iDist, by King Features Syndicate I
president, Barbara Brittain, from any reliable seedsmen.
meet at the social hall at two p.m. presented at the Murray State
presiding.
University auditorium at 8:15
REDUCE FOAM
demonstration
A
of
Why are they tangerines?
s- hould encourage you to serve The Good Shepherd United .m Tickets are two dollars.
parliamentary procedure was
_
tangerines often. The tangerine Methodist Church- WSCS will each.
presented by a group from the Tangerines got their name
How do you reduce foaming
of medium size has only 35 meet at the church at two p.m.
when cooking dry beans? Add one
Future Farmers of America, because, they go back to a small
calories! Yet it provides 43 per
teaspoon of meat drippings or
directed by Carnnon Parks and variety of orange obtained from
The Breadwinner
tent of the daily recommended The Russell's Chapel United
Johnny Stockdale.
'rangier, seaport of Morocco. 'allowance of vitamin C for an Methodist Church WSCS will It is not by accident thii,‘ a other fat to the cooking water for
each cup of beans.
The FTA banquet was an- "They are a fruit with charm and
meet at the home of Mrs. Toni family wage earner is sometimes
adult.
nounced to be held on March 19 at flair for your special menus.
cologquially referred to as the
Hopson at 1:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m. in the Calloway County Their appealing shape, like a
Heap the fruit bowl with this
"breadwinner." A number of
cafeteria. A teacher of the year miniature orange Japanese zipper-skin fresh fruit. But serve The Baptist Women of the First, stories explain the expression.
was selected and will be an- latern, their "kid glove" ease of tangerines too as delightful Baptist Church will meet at
the For example, after 1815 and the
nounced at the banquet.
peeling and their refreshing, desserts. How to do that" Simply church at nine a.m. with the long Napoleonic war, the price of
A school project was discussed Lnstinctive flavor all recommend peel a tangerine, spread the Annie Armstrong Group in bread rose fantastically in
and approved. The F-TA will them to you for their convenience sections, insert bright red apple charge of the program.
Brittain. Poverty and starvation
provide a calendar with all school as well as for your pleasure in slices, and top with a twirl of
became commonplace. Bread
activities listed which will be using them.
sireetened- cream
cheese The Di'oroi.hy Group of the
First cost -one shilling a loaf and a
placed on the main bulletin board
Here is a fact little known that dressing.
Baptist Church WMS will meet at laborer--earned about seven
of the school.
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jacks at shillings a week.
ten a.m.

a

St.

MO1
WE

"Safi
starnn

FFA Gives Program
At Calloway Meet
Of Future Teachers

!MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119 ,

Alice Ramsey Is Both!

'First Lady of Automotive Travel'
'Woman Motorist of ,the Century"

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
THUR

The executive board of the
Kirksey School PTA will meet at
the home of Mrs. Bill Crick at one
p.m.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
hostesses being Mesdames John
C. Winter, Vernon Cohoon, Carl
Rogers, Donald Story, John A.
Thompson, Nolan Harvey, and
Paul Shahan. Following the
meeting the Music Chorus will
have a rehearsal.
An organizational meeting ot
the Murray Aquarium Society
will be held in Room Three of the
Student Union Building, MSU, at
seven p.m.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn at two p.m.
Mrs. Vernon Roberts will give the

program.
Mrs Ramsey, at the wheel of her 1909 Maxwell, starts down a
country road on her way to be the first woman to drive from
New
York to San Francisco With her ore two nolativos ond a
friend.
By HARRY MASH
Central Prir.'01 Association Correspondent
DETROIT. They laughed when a woman driver got behind
the
wheel of a MaXwell- long before Jack Benny had use the
car's
name in his gags. It wasn't because at that time- 1909
there
were few women drivers among the nation's 300,000 automobilists.
It was because Mrs. Alice Ramsey, then the wife of a
New
ersey attorney and only 27 years old, had announced that she
was going to be the first woman to drive from New York to San
Francisco. At the time, such a trip was deemed quite
an adventure.
It was a challenge to driving stall, personal endurance,
ingenuity and a test of the vehicle iteelf. Included in Mrs. Ranisey's
gear
for the trip, for instance, were
a pick and shovel in addition to ufacturers
Association It e r e,
numerous spare parts and an 'roads turned to quagmires and
extra-large gas tank. In those nearby farmers discovered a
digging motorists
days, gasoline had to be pur- new crop
chased at general stores in five- out of the mud"
Of all the -quagmire- states,
gallon tins and repair shops
lovi a was the worst. It took
were rarities
However, undaunted and with Mrs Rartii,ey 13 days to cross
the somewhat reltictan, bless- 3E0 moles of that state, and she
ings of her husband. Mrs Film- fought all the way through in
sey departed New York City on low Fear At times, she was all
June 9 Although she did the alone Her passengers had to
ing, -et her hostrand's butts. -r.4141-1Thn* by train.
ience she had to take along two
Eso,n t
Mrs Ramsey had
a friend,. alt a grand time even when the
relatives and
women
"Maxwell bumped its way over
•
• •
the ties of a railroad trestle
BETWEEN New York and spanning it gorge 100 feet beChicago, the trip was relatively law ' About the only real scare
easy, requiring nat-Ure repairs came when they slighted a hand
mainly But west of (*bleat°, of Indians. racing toward thee,

passm4-.44e wale/ nil tise-vimient fury rit
11°11N:wood frontier flint

"roads" would today be spurned
even by cattle. According to the
iccords of the Automobile Man-

Mrs Ramsey today happily re•
coils her famous New York-San
Francisco auto tour of 1909
srecd, -a bit more than 11
miles per hour. But the Indians
managed to overtake her and
her' chasing some game
At last, it was all over on the
41st day, Aug. 7, when Mrs.
Ramsey arrived in San FrancisC3. Sill had traveled 3,800 miles.
used up 11 tires and ieplaced
two axles. Today. says the
American ,Automobile Association, a similar trip would require 2,921 of highway driving

peak

rasa

The
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church will hold its general
meeting in the church library at
ten a.M. Mrs. Martha Carter will
be in charge of the program and
Group I will be hostess.
The Baptist Women of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at ten a.m.
with a luncheon to follow.

The Baptist Men of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
and would take "less than 57 meet at the church at 6:30 p.m.
hours of driving time."
Bro Heyward Roberts will show
• • •
slides of the Holy Land. Persons
IN 1961. at the urging of
James J. Bradley, chief of the are invited to bring their
Automotive Historical Collec- families.
tion of the Detroit Litu-ary.
Mrs. Bradley recounted the deWednesday, February 17
tails of her astonishing _"first"
in auto history in a book, "Veil, The Mission Friends, Girls
Auxiliary, and Royal Am[wide: and Tire Iron."
The American _Automobile bassadors of the Memorial
Association has hailed her with ,ptist Church will meet at the
r
a -Special
thurcnit 6:30 p.m.
Motorist of the Century," and
A.utomoblle
Manufacturers
the
The Student-Faculty ,luncheon
assocation named her -First
will be held at the United
Ludy of Automotive Travel."
A ypoitespen for the lattei Christian Ministry at 12:30 p.m.
crganlgatibn tins that Mrs Admission is 75 cents
Ramsey, now living in Covinre
is still an affable and
4b641,
!-trzoretlil W0111016-M.43.--y4,

is
, rie and
Mrs. Ramsey, startled and
I ruck- a
Alarmed raced the engine to i), f reedom "

proud of having
feminine

- -Nattire'S'Palette- Garderr
is scheduled to meet at 1:30 p
with Mrs. Burnam Parker
hostess

as

recommends

Sanitone

Fine
Will

espe

drycleaning
Our Sanitone drycleaning
has been recommended
by Dalton, manufacturer
of fine garments. They
know that professional
Sanitone drycleaning will
keep clothes looking; like
new. Our Sanitone
process brings colors
back to lilt. Fabrics feel
softer, last longer. Trust
the rare of your clothes
to us . your Sanitone
Certified!Waver
Drycleaner.

fi
Sandone
Cerrifierl MaslerDrydroner

SP1CIA L41 *
Only

Pants and- Ao
Sweaters 4407
BOONE
LAUNDRY & caftlial
The Cleaner Interested In You
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SMV Signs
OU AND
THE DRAFT For Sale

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Arthur E.
Beard, executive director for the
Kentucky Traffic Safety Coo'•
dinating Committee (KTSCC)
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Recently board.
has announced that emblems to
ish
A.,0.
we received a letter from a young
We would like to further point be placed on all slow moving
man residing in an urban area of out that it is quite understandable vehicles(SMV) will be on sale at
Television .N'inlion! the
state, complaining of an why this young man was con- various locations throughout the
alleged injustice to him. He said fused because of the terminology state.
that he had not been given fair "active duty" and "active duty The SMV law passed by the
treatment with respect to for training."
1970 Legislature, requires all
NEW!
Q. With the consent of my SMV's rented, purchases or
reclassification from I-D to IV-A
following his discharge from the parents I joined the Navy before leased on or after Jan. 1, 1871, to
National Guard, and that he had age 18 and served for 6 months have the emblem displayed.
personal knowledge that another and 20 days on active duty. I was After Jan. 1, 1973, all WV's
member of the same unit who given a hardship discharge. My operated on Kentucky highways
was discharged later had been question is, do I have to register will be required to display the
for the draft, and if so wW I be emblem.
reclassified IV-A.
Before making an intelligent subject to being drafted in the
Beard said members of the
The finest feature films
reply to this complainant we Army?
Kentucky Farm and Power
available for Television
A. Since you enlisted in the Equipment Dealers' Assn. would
asked him to provide us with the
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
name of the other person men- Navy before you were 28, you are be selling the emblem, although
WEDNESDAY, 10 30 PM
tioned in his letter. Within a few required to register for Selective all dealers do not presently have
days we received the in- Service following discharge from them. Pointing out that other
TONIGHT
active duty. If your file is places of related business would
formation.
"Saturday Night and Our review of both files documented to show more than also have the signs available,
di,closed that the young man six months of active duty and you Beard said he encourages SMV
Sunday Morning" snaking the complaint had were discharged for the Con- operators
to purchase and
enlisted in the National Guard venience of the Government, you display the emblem early, in the
starring Albert Finney,
and subsequently performed six maybe considered for Class Iv-A. interest of traffic safety.
Q. I will be vacationing in The orange-and-yellow
months of active duty for training
Rachel Roberts
ACDUTRA.). Following com- another city when I become 18 triangulairsign, which will warn
pletion of ACDUTRA he returned years of age. However, I want to motorists approaching from the
te his home and for a brief time be registered with the draft board rear, should be mounted as near
attended the prescribed regular in my hometown. What do I do? the center of the rear of the SMV
A. You may go to any local as is practicable and not less
drills.
than
Subsequently, because of a board when you have reached three feet from the surface of the
change in employment he was your 18th birthday and present roadway. It must be maintained
unable to satisfactorily par- yourself for registration. At the in a clean and reflective apnticipate in the regularly time of registering be sure that dition.
scheduled drills. Because of you give your hometown as your
The emblem will be displayed
continued absences from drill he place of residence. This assures on all vehicles not capable of a
was discharged from the that your registration card will top sneed of more than 25 mph:
National Guard and was tran- be transferred to the local board
sferred to the Reserve of the having jurisdiction over the
Army to complete his military address given at the time of
SETS RECORDobligation. Therefore," his registration and you will remain
under
this local board at all LIVONIA, Mich. (UPI)—Tin
classification of I-D remains
Cuddohy set a Michigan Junior
unchanged until such time as he times.
College record for the 1,6507
fulfills the remainder of his
yard freestyle Friday nig,lit
military obligation
or is
after losing his swimming
15 College Students
discharged from the Reserve of
trunks halfway through the
Begin State Internship
the Army.
race.
Fifteen
Kentucky
The other young man's file
college
disclosed that he had been students began work recently for
discharged from both the the state under the Frankfort Cuddohy swam out of his
trunks on the 37th lap of the 22National Guard and the Reserve Administrative
Intership
lap race, which he won in.'4
Program.
of the Army because of Connew state record time ,ef'
venience of the Government. The group is the second to
18:59.3.
Instead of performing ACDUTR participate in a seven-month
this registrant had been work-study program sponsored The Grand Rapids Junior.
by
the state. The students receive
discharged from the National
College swimmer completed his
Guard to enlist in the Regular from 15 to 18 hours of academic record race and drew a
credit.
Army (RA).
standing ovation—after diving
The students are assigned to
Following eight months of
to the bottom of the pool to
active duty he was discharged administrative jobs in various retrieve his lost trunks.
gliellneelinge from the RA for Convenience of departments, working under toplevel officials. They receive a
the Government.
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY,
Any registrant who is currently stipend of $285 a month.
11 30 PM
The 15 currently enrolled are: sity.
discharged from active duty
Kelly Lyman, Asbury College;
Pamela Reinke and Daniel
after satisfactorily completing a
minimum of six months and less Betty Caldwell, Berea College; Hiltz, Thomas More College;
Torok,
than twelve months shall be Dale
Cumberland Margaret Willmoth, Dalf
considered
for
33 _ .IV7A College; Millie Davis, Eastern Hilliard and Gary Settles,
classification under current Kentucky University; James University of Kentucky; Anna
Selective Service regulations. Ridings, Georgetown College; Hassenflug, University ef
Therefore, both registrants are Mrs. Betty Milburn, Morehead Louisville; Ava Crow and Robert
properly classified by their local State University; Thomas Buster, Western Kentucky
Fine motion pictures everyone
Nanney, Murray State Univer- University.
will enioy, but programmed

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.-MURRAY
OPEN 9a.m.-9p.m. MON.-SAT.

BY
LONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

eeleDewalma"

011010241.110.0

Film
Fbstival

daughter of a
N. Y., lawyer
at of all the
mertcan "whoAuthority for
Detective Picevenson (Camty Press). All
Poe's epochal
in had been
Worth

(ane,

owed with 14
italing millions
a timutlty,
az
70, before her
tries Rohlfs. It
iestseller mysatized successas a textbook
chool to show
much circume.
atur..Syndicata.

lE FOAM

reduce foaming
y beans? Add one
eat drippings or
:iooking water for

1Y
FFLER
SERVICE
8119

1

.
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MAC
TV
5
eixteesteme
THE
FRIDAY
NIGHT
MOVIE

MAC
TV 5

especially for the insomniacs

vonva YOUR

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed., Feb. J5-16-17

SAVE ON ROOM SIZE RUGS!
Beautiful shags or regular smooth nap rugs.
Decorator colors to go with any decor. Longwearing, use in den, bedroom, living room.
Reg. '39"

100% CELANESE ACETATE

PICTURE FRAMES

DRAPES

Assorted sizes and styles, non-glare
glass. Just right for that special

•Richly Textured

picture!

•Fabric resists moths,
mildew

Ea

•Decorator pleated
heading

BIG 10-ROLL PAK

TOILET TISSUE

•Custom side hems

2-Ply Tissue, Facial Quality

Reg. 88

•Size 48x84

Limit: 2

68;

Reg.
2.92
Pair

ONE 20-GALLON GALVANIZED REGULAR '2.24

GARBAGE CAN

A

5

Both For
Only

AN CARRIER
Holds 2 20 Gal Cans
2 Wheeled No Tip-No Mess

KNIT MATERIAL
50" to 60" wide in assorted colors
and weaves. Regular '1.27 a yd.

SWEATERS

Twei5

2992

9x12
Size

LADIES

MAC

SHOPPING ,lERE

Large assortment of sweaters,
long sleeve, pullovers,
vest type, in a wide

Mixticlx1X144)00
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY 10 30 PM

t.._

tone]

r DrYckyrrtr

PERRY
MASON

SEW

SAVE!

Television's Most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
full weekend's intriguing plots
and exciting action'

VINYL SWIVEL ROCKER

•I •I

ray

9

NERS:i

Comfort and beauty aka low, low price!
* Heavy vinyl cover in a choice of colors.

Watch
the
Channel
Five
News.
N

10 PM

You
3

* Sturdy construction.
*Swivels on steel ball bearings

let a card all your talking?
Follow it up.Dial a Lon'Phone Call and speak for yoursdf.
Rates are lowerevery night and all weekend long.
What else that costs Soli& means so much?
SAVE' SAVE! SAVE!
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Several Cases Are
Heard In Court --Of Judge Miller -

MONDAY-FEBRUARY 15,1971

Chandler
May Run,
Governor

Starks Named Head
Of Combs-Carroll
Finance Committee

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
Shi-TV
Channel 4

WLAC-TV
WSIX.TV
Channel 5
Channel 8
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Several cases have been he.
Charles D. Starks of Rt. 1,
:1111 News: Wthr.; SOW IS sow,. 101,
Saari* I Dream of Jeannie
6 :30
Roe Skelton
Gunsmoke
Let's Make a Deal
In the Calloway County Court et
Almp, has been named Finance
:00 Rowan & Martin's3urismake
New!ovoid Game
Judge Robert 0. Miller during
7 30 Lough-In
Chairman in Calloway County for
Here's LUCY
Reel Game
0 -00 Bob Hope Special Mayberry R.F.D.
Movie:
the past two weeks. Records
the Combs-Carroll ticket. The
p 0 Bob HOP* Special Doris Day
''St. Valentine's
show the following occurred:
O .0$ Pure Gold..
announcement was made by Ron
:•rol Burnett
DayPrUmseacre'
IF
30 Pure Gold*
Carol Burnett
Movie
Lewis Todd, New Concord, FRANKFORT, Ky (UPI)- Christopher and Carl Stout, coIn .00 News; MINI. Sports News; WIhr., Seer%
News; t
ets44 Sports
SI :*3 TonleM
driving while intoxicated, fined Former Gov. A. B. "Happy" chairman for Bert T. Combs for
Movie:
11 :CO Tooled
"Pony Beciress••
coven
$500.00 costs $13.50, $400.00 Chandler said today he might Governor and Julian Carroll for
▪
:3)
Moyle
ge( savers
suspended on condition he repair seek his third term as Kentucky Lt. Governor.
TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
damage to automobile in wreck governor and this time as an Starks, is a well known coninvolved, serve six rionths in independent.
5
Country Journal
tractor, is married to the former
County Jail at hard labor; State Chandler told a news con- Clara Evelyn Poyner. They have
6
:
:;n
r*
cs14"'rsVrirrsh:Aar.Wat
Real McCoys
ference that petitions were being two children, Dorinda and
Police.
*1
:03 Today. Scene TodayMorning Watch
I
:30
Today
Morning
Watch
W.! Show
Jesse Futrell, 1700 )odous, circulated throughout the Randall.
0 :OP Today; Scene Today Captain Kangaror
Bore Show
GP
:30 Today
Rompor Roorn
Mike Douglas
Murray, speeding, fined $10140 commonwealth, petitioning "me Starks is a Shriner, a member
:09 DInah's Place
M,k.
Hazel
to run on an independent ticket." of the Masonic Lodge and the
costs $18.50; State Police.
9 ConcentratIon M;ks Douglas
Beverly murmurs
Douglas:30
Danny Brame, Murray, "I've got more than the Eastern Star. The Starks family
Century
Family
Affair
Gourmet: News
I
to
Iitrof
l,a,.,
,
That Girl
•LT
storehouse breaking, placed on required 1,000 isgnatures, but I'm attend Church at the Hickory
Bewitched
1 1 ilmelr,arAat, News SeWatrIrttOri""
T
ic:row A World Apart
$500.00 appearance bond, ordered not quite sure when they will be Grove Church of Christ.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
to appear before February 1971 filed or if they will be filed," he In accepting the chairmanship
Singing Cons ; Newskil My Children
00 Noon
said.
11
Grand Jury; Sheriff.
of the Finance committee, Starks
au :30 NOOn
As the World Turns
Let's Make • Deal
Cecilia Douglas, 411 South 9th Speaking every bit like a said, "I am delighted to be
ra
:CO Days of Our Lives Many Splendored Thing
▪
:30 Doctors
61 11117`4,?,:rn•
Guiding
Light
candidate,
Chandler said, "'The associated with the CombsStreet, Mayfield, improper
al
:00 Wand-Say CM,
Secret StOrn,
General Hoseirsi
0 :30 Bright Promise
passing, amended to speeding, people tell me they want Carroll ticket. Bert Combs made
One Life To Live
Ede, Of Nlatif
Pyle. USMC
Dark Shadow
COMBS,CARROLL AND CALLOWAY COUNTIANS-Bert Combs, right, Democratic candidate for paid costs of $18.50, fine of $10.00 somebody to vote for." The one of our greatest Governors. He
3 ,r torriltnSomerset Gorner
Lucy
G i I li*Pn'S ;WUXI
former major league baseball was noted during his
the gubernatorial nomination, and Julian Carroll, left, candidate for It. Governor, talk with suspended; State Police.
movie
previous
4
Wd
hIrwZVISel
"Terieerle+. a
8:itl
Calloway County Co-Chairman Ron Christopher, second from left, and Harry Stout. The men
Frank Colson, Murray Route commissioner and U. S. Senator administration as a person inWitm
tir.,New
Ssports
5 To `;415sC'N%thirl; "
V1evis
s CBS Even. Needs
AlrEven
discussed the progress of the Combs-Carroll campaign in Calloway County and across Kentucky.
Two, driving while intoxicated, in wide-ranging remarks, terested in the welfare of people
TUESDAY
PROGRAMS
EVENING
touched
on
taxes, state revenues of the state of Kentucky".
fined $100.00 costs $13.50, unable
Sports
6 :30 JulIa
to pay, remained to County and bonded indebtedness and Starks said that he would anNeew.1;41iiiibAfar."
1"""
Jailer; driving while license other .subjects he said, "The nounce the members of the
▪
Green A-res
Everglades
:ao
Mod Squat
• :30 Everglades
Movie•
Hee Haw
people
interested
are
in."
suspended, fined 9100.00 costa
Finance Committee at e later
"Maybe I'll Corn*
Ha Hew
Wanted: Deed or Alive
Home in Sewing"
3 Mo"'Medigan"
$ 10
February 11, 1971
$13.50, made restitution in Chandler, 72, has run in the last date.
14 1Alnutes
Marcus Welby, M.D.
amount
ADULTS 109
of
damages to three gubernatorial elections,
9 :30 Morel
60 Minutes
Marcus Welby, M.D
Funeral services for Lloyd NURSERY 7
1.+1=1:1,,W1hr.; Sports=74:: Willy.; Sports
The funeral for Ed Brown of luu automobile involved in accident being elected to a second term
10
Igns;CV:trt'
' SC.hrts
Ganger, age 55, husband of Mrs.
Morningside Drive, Benton, was and fine of DWS suspended; State but meeting defeat in the last two
”Damn the
Dick Cavett
11
1Oe
0
3
The South Pole was reached
n
,rh
rh
Ruby McClain Ganger of PomDellanr
Dick Coven
primary
elections
when
Police.
he
as
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ran
held today at one p.m. at the
(These Schedules Prepared by Stations Involved.)
pano Beach, Fal., were held
Baby Boy Petty (Mrs.
Kazen
Tehrani, College a Democrat. He served a& by Amundsen Dec. 14, 1l1.
Sunday at three p.m. at the Petty), Rt. 6, Murray; Paulette Collier Funeral Home, Benton, Station, Murray, improper Kentucky governor from 1935-39
Baby Girl with Rev. John Stringer and Rev.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Henson (Mrs.
passing, fined $10.00 costs V8.50; and 1955-59.
Evelyn Henson), Heyward Roberts officia4ing.
Benton, with Rev. Eura Mathis Rt. 5, Benton.
Chandler said he would also, if
Burial was in the Price State Police.
officiating.
Billy Elkins, •Hazel, driving elected, call for complete reCemetery.
Interment was in the Brooks
DISMISSALS
Brown,age 75, died at 1:45 p.m. while intoxicated, fined $10.00 organization of state governChapel Cemetery.
ment, "as I did back in 1935."
Ken Adams, Rt. 2, Murray; Friday at his home. He was a costs $17.00; Hazel Police.
Ganger died Tuesday at 9:45 Mrs. Josephine
Fielder, 202 member of Hardin Baptist William Grogan, Almo Route
p.m,at the-Holy Cross Hospital in Woodlawn,
.
_
One, speeding, paid costs of
Murray; Mrs. Ann Church.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Mrs. Montgomery and
$18.50, fine of $10.00 suspended;
Baby
Girl,
Rt.
survived
He
is
by
wife,
his
Mrs.
Ganger is the daughter
of 1, 556, Murray; Miss Nancy Mahala Brown of Hardin, and State Police.
Wallace McClain and Mrs. Kursave, 1620 College
Farm Rd., Mrs. Willie Mabry of Paducah; Jerry Maness, Dexter, driving
Gussie McClain, both of Hardin. Murray; Bodie
Cathey (From four brothers, W. A. Brown of While intoxicated, fined $100.00
Survivors are his wife, one Cony. Div.),
Paducah, Joe Brown of Akron, costs $13.50; State Police.,
daughter, Cindy Ganger, and one
Federal State Market News
Ohio, Jim and Pat Brown, both of Richard Jackson, 1402 Story Service
son, David Ganger, all of PomFebruary 15, 1971
Avenue,
Murray,
speeding,
fined
Hardin; two grandchildren;
February 12, 1971
pano Beach, Fla.
Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog
YOU CAN RECEIVE
$10.06 costs $18.50; State Police.
several nieces.
ADULTS 98
0 '
Market Report includes 10 buying
Lemmie
Killough,
Madison
THESE
NURSERY 7
ville, speeding, costs of $18.50 stations
,Receipts:
act.
est.
578
800
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;1
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
barrows and gilts fully 25e higher
State Police.
Baby Girl O'Dell i Mrs. Debbie
sciws
fully steady
Darrell
Hopkins,
Benton
Rout
O'Dell); Baby Girl Kirk Mrs.
200-240 lbs. 20.00-20.50;
2-3
U$
Three,
speeding, costs of $18.5
Final rites for Mrs. Ocus Dortha Kirk).
1.18 2-4 190-240 lbs. $ 19.50-20.00;
.
paid,
fine
of
910.00
suspended;
Essie Carraway of Murray
The
Calloway
2-4 240-260 Ikk V J9.013-19.50;
County state police.
For ifech illness and intufy after yoU pay
DISMISSIA LS
Route Ttree were held Sunday at
Association for
260-0
$ 18.50-19.00.
525:00 out of pocket
Retarded Monte Birdsong, Cadiz Route
3:30 p.m.at the chapel of the J. H. Ray Brownfield, Route 7, Box Children • will hold itS regular Five
expenses. Extended Benefits will pay 80% of
, driving while intoxicated, SOWS
charges for:
50,
Murray;
Mrs.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Elaine meeting at the new mental health
amended to reckless driving, US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $ 16.00-17.00;
V X-ray Examinations
Bro. Lake Riley, Bro. Robert Etherton, Route 5, Murray; Miss and mental retardation center on fined
15.00-16.00;
300-500
US
1-3
$
lbs.
$100 00 costs $13.50; Sheriff.
Usrey, and Bro. Ronnie Barbara Sams, Box 17 Woods Tuesday, February 16, at 730 Jimmy
Laboratory Examinations
Higgins, Cadiz, public US 2-3 450-650 lbs. f 14.00-15.00.
Hall, Murray; Miss Amy Miller, p.in.
Newberry officiating.
Physical
Therapy
Route
1,
Farmington; Mrs. All members and interestedL
Pallbearers were Wyvan
firnuelictifenSn
Now You Know
lOe.ss
li seet
tisstPsenofded
$25;.50
Sher
paiff
id:
X-ray and Radiation Therapy
Holland, Clyde Phelps, Wayne Pauline Evans, Route 6, Murray; persons are urged tit attend the d
Clark, Russell Hargis, W. Mrs. Judith Brewer and Baby meeting at the center located at Luther Evans, Murray, driving By United Press International
St Electrocardiograms
while
intoxicated
,
amended
to
Washingto
Boy,
n's
Route
George
first
6,
Paris,
Holman Jones, and Wilton
Term.; Mrs. 702 Main Street,
When performed in the hospital outpatient
reckless driving, fined 1100.00 cabinet had four members:
department, doctor's
Holland. Burial was in the Paula Shelton and Baby Girl,
office, or laboratories, when referred by a
costs
$13.50;
State
Police.
Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of
Friendship Cemetery with the Route 4, Murray; Mrs. Edith
physician.
Billy Snyder, Murray Route State:
Alexander Hamilton,
arrangements by the J. H. Henderson, Route 1, Benton;
But-When
needed, you can receive these.
IZOSE LICENSES
Seven,
reckless
driving, Secretary of Tran
Mrs. Glodie Barrow, Box 93,
George
Churchill Funeral Home.
amended to speeding, fined $10.00 Washington's first cabinet had
Mrs. Carrawway, age 75, died Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys
Four Calloway Countians have costs._ ,9111,50; State Police.
faur members: Thomas JefferFriday at 7:30 p.m. at the Gailimore, .Route 3 _Pliryear,
Subject to the co-payment features and dollar maximums
recently had their- drivers
include:
Tenn.;
Douglas
son. Secretary of State; AlexanBruce,
Murray-Calloway County
206 South
licenses
suspended
according
to
• Basic coverage extended to 730 days
der Hamilton, ,Secretary of
;Hospital. She was a member of 16th, Murray; Bennie Jackson,
the list released by the Departl'reasutiry; Henry Knox, Secre• Increased surgical and medical protection
the Friendship Church of Christ. Route 7, Box 212, Murray; Mrs.
ment of Public Safety. They are:
tary of War, and Edmund
Her parents were the late Fenton Patricia Herndon, Route 3,
•
Private duty nursing
Roy M. Devine, Jr., Murray;
Randolph, Attorney General.
Mrs.
Howlett and Frosie Houston Murray;
Louise
• X-ray and Radiation Therapy
Davis
Campbell,
From
Jr.,
New
The
Shoemaker, Route 4, Murray;
Howlett.
• Rental or purchase of orthopedic appliances
Concord; James Merritt Lawson,
Survivors are her husband, Mrs. Esther Cain, Route L
• Medical consultations
Murray; and Jimmie Lee Collie,
TWO
CITED
Murray;
Mrs.
Leona
Alexander,
Ocus Carraway; four daughters,
• Surgical consultations
Murray.
Mrs. Fannie Maw Bowen of Route 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Maude
Two persons were cited by the
IReg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Ypsilanti, Mich., Mrs. Wilma Lou Gorgan, Route 2, Hazel; Mrs.
By United Press International Murray Police Department over
Byars of Hardin Route One, Mrs. Myrtie McDaniel, Route 3,
CIRCLE MEET
Murray;,
Mrs.
MOSCOW - Leonid Rigger. the weekend. They were one for
Lillie Walker,
Rheda Belle Steele of Troy.
For the remainder of the benefit period when
The Alice Waters Circle of the man, the
prescribed for Ow
30-year-old Muscovite driving while intoxicated and one
Mich., and Mrs. Burnice ulido of Route 2, Murray.
First United Methodist Church Jew
condition
disregardin
sign.
stop
which required such hospitalization. Subject to
a
g
for
who finally has been
Westland, Mich., two sons,
the
will meet Tuesday, February 16,
co-payment features and dollar maximums:
permitted to come to the
Thomas Fenton Carraway of
at 9:30 a.m. at the social hall of
Highway
help
United States together with his
Baltimore, Md., and Hugh J.
FREE PUPPIES
the church with Mr's. C. B. Ford
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - A
mother, explaining why he is Two white Collie female
* Doctors' Home and Office Visits
Carraway of Richmond. Va.; two
hostess.
as
leaving Russia:
sisters, Mrs. Vera Falwell and quick drying paint has let New '
free to persons for
are
puppies
*
Required Prescription Drugs
"I would call it an incompati- pets. For information call Bobby
Mrs. Johnnie Elkins, both of York highway cre‘s do away
The most important under* Nursing Home Care
with the familiar rubber cones
bility with the spirit of this Joe Sims, phone 435-4782. •
Murray Route Three; sixteen
ground
resources found
in
used to protect fresh highway
* Visiting Nurse Service
country. Here, I don't fit in."
grandchildren
Louisiana include petroleum.
nine great lines.
*
grandchildren.
natural
Rental or Purchase of Orthopedic Appliances
gas,
sulphur
and
salt.
The hot, quick-drying paint
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla.-Jose* ••,
is impregnated with millions
The EXTENDED BENEFITS ENDORSEMENT is additional
fina Sanchez, wife of President
The average U.S. life exAdmi.""*"1"1
of reflective glass beads to im"
17711
coverage Wok!,
An inch-deep acre of wet
Nixon's valet, Manolo, talking
can be added to most BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
pectancy in 190ct was 47.3
prove visibility at a cost of two
snow can yield
basic
more
than
certificates of
*about a close knit First
/ears.
cents per foot.
membership. (Farm Bureau Members, See Your Farm Bureau
5,300 gallons of water.
Family:
Agent)
"Sometimes I go up to my
room after seeing them togethBLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD help give you financial
peace of mind
er, my heart is so filled up."
in the event of illness or injury. Various programs
and benefits are
available to eligible individuals, families, and
employee groups of
LONDON-Mrs. Sheila Parfive or more. Special programs available for eligible
,.ness, a 21-year-old Londom
college students
and individuals 65 and over.
housewife expressing the frustration of many Britons on the
KENTUCKY
first day of their new decimal
currency:
•
BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD®'
"I don't understand the new
BLUE (ROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC. KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL,
system yet though I spent all
INC
weekend studying a conversion
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky. 40205
chart."
(502) 452-1511
.
LOS ANGELES-Frank Ca
*American Hospital Association.
Nahonai Association cd Blue
Shield Plans
ringelia, a Sbuthern California
For more information send us the coupon, today!
Gas Co official talking about
the sightseers who have been
"touring" the more deustated
BLUE CROSS and SLUE stig,to _
WNW. ppe KS?
areas of the-reeeni eartaha.
3 101 Bardstown Vila
•
Ky402
TWIN an S Of 11001 imetovus
•
"I don't know about these
HOmE
people. They go to church and
NAME
ADDRESS
Sunday breakfast and decide,
COMPANY
—
ADDRESS
'Hey let's take the kids up and
CITY
STATE _
see where all the people died " "SISTER FUZZ" - Pistol. ZIP
Noose. send me, without obligation, infqrmation on health
Sister
< we benefits and
Mary Cospacking
requirements
••
nelia, a member of the SisMUR1: 1871
I
am 064 yeors of oat or wider.
Moine
Providence
of'
,
ters
0IS years of ngo or over
THREAT,-Water eiits
The Criontry Doctor \Ili
tlit,
FLOOD
IS
DAM
DWGEIS
GUARS'
CI A college student
ice_worna
a
Rol
.ia.
_ —
in looping it troop
A'arr-ti(,rTmor t)anr -in the *any- Fretsuerri.r4tar3Ier-Oftrr—Ir - - seems -at depiet,
with the Pontoon Beach,
I om._ A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member,,certificate
the life of
celitur
concrete iv.111 collapsed' during the corthuilakc in Southern California •••
departmen
t. "All the,
III.,
1eortting-49. u Getting married. 0 Interested
family (lor.
tor.
upgrading benefiti. under age 65
kids call me Sister Fuzz"
4

Funeral Held For
Lloyd Ganger

Hospital Report

Services Held For
Ed Brown Today

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Carraway

etarded Children
Group Plans Meet,

You DON'T Have To Be In A Hospital Bed
To Receive Benefits
From The
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'.
Extended Benefitsfacionemeni

OUT-OF-THE HOSPITAL BENEFITS:

BENEFITS DURING HOSPITALIZATION

Quotes
News -

BENEFITS FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION

Yt..Y.

^ IP-Oy"
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Poodles
Chinchill
$35.00 ea(

MOBIL!
Broad
(beck w
surance
Gallowal
Estate A,
5842.

5 HP
Briggs
Other n
tgomery
Murray,
1966.
AKC
puppies.
p.m.

1962 P01
EXTRA
435-5311.

COPPE
refrigera
Phone 48

UPRIGF
condition
753-4746.

SPECIA
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weeks olc
$55.00 Ca
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radio, ste
picture tu
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$200.00. E
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hay. See
Grove or
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arriving:
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stands,
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Maple, b
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nylon on
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bedroom
from $29
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reposses:
discount.
and Apt
Street, pl
GAS
refrigers
tables,
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ACNE
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Square
BELTO
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electric
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Forest Products
Machinery_To Be
Shown At Meet

REMOVE "SWELLING"
LONDON (UPI)-For weeks,
George Toombes thought he
merely had a boil. But the
swelling didn't go away it got
worse. Finally, he decided to
When la2g,
have it out and gave the
chasing
public officPur
M
entsl,tim
ials;"thing" a hard squeeze. Out
economists, machinery popped a .38 caliber bullet.
exhibitors, publishers, foreign "Then it all came back to me,"
trade experts and consumers he said. "Twenty-five years
FOR SALE
converge on Atlanta's Southern ago, I was involved in a
FOR RENT
NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
Fairgrounds this April 30-May 3, gunfight and got shot in the
MCC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
FURNISHED GROUND floor ELECTROLUX SALES & ger- they'll be confronted with the side. The surgeons gave up
Poodles and three herds of •
apartment. Three rooms and vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. grandest demonstration of forest trying to get the bullet out."
Chinchilla from certified stock.
TOMMY'S
SPIDERS
machinery
and
bath, near court square. Phone Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- products
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
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WANTED TO RENT
from $29.95 and up. See us for
WANTED TO BUY
your carpet needs. 15.5 cubic feet lling. Refill and collect from
coin -operated
type
repossessed refrigerator at big ew
•
MY BROTHER and I would like
Nancy
discount. Carraway Furniture spensers in your area. We WANT TO buy one or more acres to rent crop land in the Lynn
locations.
Must have car, an Highway 94 East, close to Grove or Coldwater district.
e
and Appliance, 106 North 3rd
Flt eferences, $650 to $2200 cash Kentucky Lake. Write P. 0. Box Phone 435-5501 or 435-4592. F15C
Street, phone 753-1502.
•
vestment for equipment and 664, Murray Ky.. 42071, giving
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including
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Gold
tables, play pen.
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ne number, to Lawman In- NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
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ustries, Inc., 125 E. Short St.,
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Bonne xington, Kentucky 40507. Fl6P Needs to be Ma
ACNE PROBLEMS
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F15NC limits of Murray. call 753-8658 or
Holland Drug Store, on Court JOB OPENING for man willing
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753-4646
F17C to work. Apply in person to
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Murray Hofne & Auto Store, WANT TO buy; logs and standing
BEI,TONE FACTORY fresh Northside Shopping Center. F17C timber. Also have for sale lumber
hearing aid batteries for all make
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC REAL ESTATE FOR SALE and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
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CONTRACT T
E3Ei
up.moRTHNe,
F20C Robertson School on quiet I VpULD like to tbank each and
11.00 Big K.
* Sm."!••.'
deadend street. Large paneled every one that had any part in
Z
I
QUA
KEEP CARPETS beautiful family room, birch kitchen with helping out in any way, for being
despite footsteps of a busy built-ins, 11/2 baths, central heat so nice to me in the death of my
family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent and air, fully carpeted, com- husband Ewell Tinsley. My
electric shampooer $1. Western pletely redecorated. Two stall thanks to the Coldwater Baptist
Auto, "Home of The Wishing garage and 25'X30' patio with Church for being so thoughtful of
Fl7C brick
Well."
wall. Reason for selling, fTle
Ruby Tinsley
building next door. 629,500. Call
1TP
F19„
1968 MOBILE Home. Perfect 753-7683 for appointment
condition. Fully carpeted and air
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L'il Abner
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AUTOS FOR SALE
.
1!070 CHARGER R-T. Lime green
and white with all the extras. See
at 641 Super Shell or call 7539135.
1964 MERCURY station wagon,
-'oval car.Extra clean Power'and
111.075.00. Phone 436-2323. F17C

P4SCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. -Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. CH1-3140
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'Hot Line' In Capitol Annex
May Coottonsunme Anger

SummerTheatreAuditionsAreMovedToMarch 27-2

ENCOUNTER PROBLEII

BABY BOOM

gINOON (UPI 1 — Britain's
RANKFORT, Ky.—The Lodge at Jenny Wiley State Park "Jenny Wiley," a new musical Street, Chapel /1111, No
ST. HELEN'i,---England sexiest soccer team, 11 top
„
nine
exactly
being premiered this summer. A Carolina 27514.
prob.
t
(UPI(—Almos
Jenro) Wiley Summer Music in Prestansburg.
London models, have a
months ago, St. Helen's was the Lem. They can't find a mart to Theatre in Prestonsburg has The cheap in schedule is being special search is being made for
chase, he said.
at
n and made in order to give Ken- area youngsters to play the seven
By Dave Tbonesse
"We get a lot of calls from scene of a marathon Strike
10
coach them. The Rovers plan to cancelled its Lexingto
glass
ty to work von Trapp children ages 5 to 16 NO EXPLANATION
largest
Buren
Europe's
State News
charity match against Prestonsburg auditions set for tuckians first opportuni
people saying the salesman at the one of
a
play
mass
say
before
doctors
s
theatre
with
the
years old.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Hi lot promised things," said factories. Today
England
POPPLETON,
Lumley's Luvlies—more top March 27 and 28. Instead, the
telephone number is 564-6607. He Caummisar, "but after signing they are faced with a baby models—but admit they need a theatre will audition at the auditions are held elsewhere,. Performers should bring one or (UPI)—The local vicar, the
Assn. according to C. Mitchell Douglas, two prepared musical numbers
Theatre
may have one of the "hottest" the contract the buyer realized boom. The town medical officer little help on how to Play the Kentucky
Rev. Arthur West, will have a
phones used in state government. the provisions weren't included.' of health, Dr. Julian Baines, game. "But we just can't find auditions in Louisville on Feb. 20 general manager of the theatre.. with music and a one minute part tonight when the church's
20
for
up
ng
The theatre is auditioni
acting selection to auditions. An
"He" is Robert L. Caummisar, Carpets, TV sets and mobile said the birth rate was
anyone to coach us," said one and in Prestonsburg on Feb. 21.
annual play goes on stage. His
executive director of the Citizens homes aren't as high on the list as per cent. "It is feasible the Rover. "Most men
we've The auditions are scheduled for singers, dancers, actors, and accompanist will be provided. role: Satan. He said, "I think
Commission on Consumer automobiles in number of strike influenced this, but we'll approached mutter something 10 a in. at the University Center staff and technical personnel for For further information cantact it's a good part for me." He
Protection (CCCP) and the heat complaints but they too are never know for sure," Baines about their wives maybe not at the University of Louisville productions of "Oklahoma," C. Mitchell Douglas, General didn't explain why.
and Manager, 407 East Franklin
is sometimes generated by irate giving the consumer some said.
and for 2:30 p.m. at the May "The Sound Of Music,"
approving, and that's that."
citizens complaining of what they trouble.
consider unfair treatment in the, „The dealer doesn't concern,.
commercial marketplace.
himseff with any defective parts.
The warranty, in most cases,
The commission, appointed by stipulates
consumer
a
Gov. Louie B. Nunn in July, is one manufacturer relationship."
of the newest divisions around the
•
Caummisar noted one ex
,
efer,r
•••
•
• •
state Capitol Annex.
perience when a warranty said if
•
Caummisar began his work in a anything is found to be defective
basement-floor office in the the article must be shipped to the
Annex in September. The com- manufacturer for correction.
•
mission is composed of nine equal But, the agreement stated the
.••••
members, including the attorney consumer must pay for the
tttttt• ,
general and eight citizen ap- shipment to the plant.
pointees.
The CCCP is presently studying
The functions of the com- ways of making warranties more
mission include promoting understandable and
more
coordination of all state con- favorable to the consumer.
sumer protection activities, the
Other major complaints
study of all existing laws and received regard services from
regulations affecting consumer magazines, books and enaffairs, recommending changes cyclopedias.
that the committee finds
"The sales pitch makes it
desirable to the consumer, and sound like you're getting
COUPONS GOOD
the organization and conduct of a something
nothing,"
for
THURSDAY
comsumer education program in Caununisar said,"when in some
the state.
instances you alatually have to
FRIDAY AND
Within the commission, there buy a bookcase, pay for upkeep of
SATURDAY ONLY
are three other committees— the product and pay the postage.
a
consumer education, legislation
"Some of these use first class
and trade practices. The postage which the consumer
education committee has already must pay and the dealer won't
aol
begun development of an consider second class postage, a
In Plastic Box
educational program for Ken- cheaper means of shipment."
tucky.
After receiving a complaint,
the commission forwards it to the
The commission is also trying
appropriate state agency in
to re-open channels of comWith Coupon
volved and then follows up
munication between the conWith Coupon 416
case and the action taken.
sumer and business leaders and
Expires Feb. 21, 1971 Expires Feb. 21, 1971
to the
advice
ar's
Caumrnis
was recently given authority to
consumer is to read the contract
intervene at state rate-making
and "small print" first. "Go into
new
the
of
hearings. The first use
a
deal with knowledge of what is
authority was during the public
happening and see that it serves
airie 4 proposed privatethe need," he urged.
passenger car insurance rate
"If a consumer does this, there
increases here recently.
is less chance of having a breakCaummisar listed the most
down of communications."
obvious function of his division—
He added, only in the case of
that of hearing complaints from
no satisfaction should the
getting
consumers conerning unhap10-oz. Size
7-oz. Size
consumer contact his office to
piness with certain products.
.
With Coupon6-6
The CCCP has set up a systrn complain
also asked consumers to let
to deal with 400 different types of He
the commission know their
complaints but so far only a few
Expires Feb. 21, 1971
•r--4
e"feelings concerning rate inExpires Feb. 21, 1971have been used. .
creases.
The most frequent complaints
oi34
"We're happy to receive indeal with the "big ticket" items—
on
rateof
concern
dications
cars, television sets, carpets and
making, whether it should be
mobile homes.
or not.
changed
g
Complaints stemmin from
"We will get the agency inautomobile sales have mainly
volved to pay attention to these
concerned used ones. The biggest
and if enough are
letters
a
with
ction
is
With FREE Bathoil2 i$
pcoblent dissatisfa
7-oz. Size
it could have an effect
received,
4arrably covering their purCoupon
On the final decision."
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Education Conference
Set For March 15 & 16
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The third
annual Kentucky Conference on
Innovations in Education will be
held March _15-16 at the
Elizabethtown Community
College, officials announced
today.

COUPON

COUPON VALUABLE

'VALUABLE

With

i
Hand and Body Lotion

re at
66, Compa
'1 091

I With oupon
I
Expires Fee, 21, 1971

Ex ires Feb. 21, 1971

"VALUABLE in COUPON VALUABLE ow+ COUPON"'

attend all at various times.
The entire program will be
open to the public. The ESFA
State Advisory Council also will
be in atttendance and will conduct a session,open to the public,
during the afternoon of the first
day. Among subjects to be
considered will be letters of intent for proposed projects, to
start July 1, submitted from the
various regions, and policy
matters relating to the overall
lltle III program, which is
federally financed.

The conference is sponsored by
the ESEA Title III Office of the
State-Federal
of
Bureau
Relations, Kentucky Department
of Education.
If Will involve numerous innovative and exemplary grade
and high school programs being
The Advisory Council's duties
carried on Throughout the state
apunder Title III of the U. S. include review of project
original
whether
s,
plication
Elementary and Secretary
continuation
or
requests
Education Act 4 ESEA).
proposals, recommendations to
Supt. of Public Instruction Superintendent Butler as to their
Wendell P. Butler, who as chief approval or modification, aid in
state school officer is responsbile development of policies and
for administration of the plans, evaluation of projects, and
program in the state, will be one dissemination of information_
of the principal speakers the
night of March 15. Dr. Jim Owen,
Programs to be presented
the college director, will welcome cooperatively and in a coorL. dinated manner by personnel
Richard
group.
the
Winebarger, state Title III from Kentucky's eight ESEA
coordinator, will preside.
Title III regions, incorporating
Between 400 and 500 persons, new and improved techniques
including educators and lay and procedures to cope with
people, attended last year's various problems, will include:
conference at the community
college, an increase over the
Planning an curriculum
several hundred at the first, held development, staff development,
in 1969 at the University of the school for emotionally
Kentucky, Lexington. Officials disturbed children at Lyndon,
anticipate an even larger turnout guidance and counseling, learthis year.
_disabilities, including
ex- ning._
Demonstrations.
dyslexia, flexible scheduling of
planations ot programs and claSres, 'individualized Inexhibits will begin at 1 p.m. strtiction, computer assisted
FST) March 15 in the college's math instruction, automatic.Administration building, running machine tutorial math, audiosession will
to 5 p.m The night
visual instructional aids, horstart at 7 in the student lounge. ticulture, crafts, the humanities,
English,
The-progran) will continue in the phase -elective
.tdministration building from 9 materials resources and centers,
During
m. to 1 p.m. March 11
outdoor education and ad•
programs
the sessions.individual
minim rat ive—services
may
ere be repeated so visitors
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DISH WASHING
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9:00-9:00 Mon. thru Sat
12:30-6:00 Sunday

'
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Afrps of Free Parking!
PHONE 753-8777

BANKAMERICARD
arritom. his

